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And take the money we have saved
And buy a house In town.
But when the buds begin to swell,
A nd grass begins to grow,
Somehow It doesn't seem to me
1 ought to let It go.
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I love the crimson clover,
And the Hilda of waving corn ;
The quiet, balmy evening
And the fragrant dewy mora;
The pink and snowy blossom*
Hanging ou the apple trees;
The chirping of the crickets,
And the humming of the bees.

MAINS.

ViiKrt AV,

1 love the summer's honey breath,
The blufhlng buds of May;
The teeming autumn, rich with fruit
The sceut of new-uiown hay :
The noisy babble of the brook,
And laughter of the r!'l;
The lowing herds upon the heath.
And flocks upon the hill.
And when 1 think of leaving all,
it ti Is me with alarm ;
So, after all, 1 guess It'· best,
To kef ρ the little farm.
Yol'no People's Weekly.

;:ablow,

11 dis

practical agricultural topic?

We'll Ke«p the Utile Farm.
We'l, Jane, I gneae we'll keen the place,
We've lived here, you and I,
Uoon this little farm so long,
Let's stay here till we die.
You know I thought I'd sell H once
To Jone·. or Deacon Brown,

Bit».

L.

on

U solicited.
Address all communications In
tende·! (or this department to Hvir D.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
ocrat, Parle, φβ.

Norway, Mo*
Hytraon Block,
Telephone Connections.
η

Notes from Maine.
BAPID TRANSITION FROM COLD TO
MER

Correeoondenoe

F. ΒΑ UN BS,

Summer Vacations.

Attorney at Law,

All tbe magazines are filled with deMAINE.
ûcriptioos of delightful little holiday
l»i\l· Γ 1.1»,
tripe lasting from £ week to four months
—some of the articles made up of noth: A WUEELEB.
«Ή
ing but photographs. But they are all
iutended for city people. No one expects
Attor y» and Counsellors at Law,
the farmer to take a vacatiou, for the
• CTH PARIS. MAINE.
Yet why
summer is his busy time.
Wheeler.
Alton Chave vacations? Who
shouldn't we
vvrttchK.
Jaai«
works barder than we do? There is
much truth in the saying that a man can
&
J. H.
accomplish more by working eleven
months and resting one month than he
VilNSERS AND SLRVEVOHS.
Ottl
can by working twelve months.
I sup.a Street, Sooth Parte, Maine.
pose some will say they can't afford to
Map* and Plan· made to order.
off for a change. But they will find
:
tl. il»«rlan<Je an·! pocket map· of go
Mi,
it cheaper than staying home. In actual
<r sale.
η, ii r,
! liera of the Atlae of Maine.)
dollars and cents they may spend a bit
more, but they will gain so much by seeing new things and people, in renewed
spirits, in tbe pleasure they will give
their families, that after once trying it
they will never go back to the old way

CO.,

STUART

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

HKAT—NATURE'S

ql'ICK

SUMRE

SPONSB.

After one of the most cold and backward springe ever known, we are now in
the midst of summer beat and showers,
conditiona which tend to force all vegetation to a rapid growth. I have never
known corn and potatoes to come up so
quickly or so well as they have this
epring. Portions of the sweet corn at
The Pines were standing, every bill
well out of the ground, with leaves well
spread, in one week from planting.
from dry
Oats have suffered
some
weather, but the copious showers will
give them new life and start them to
growing rapidly. The stand of grass
and clover was never better than that
secured this season, and I am anticipating much pleasure from the fine growth
of olover that must surely follow the taking off of the oats crop. We sowed about
four hundred pounds of high grade
fertilizer an acre on the oats ground,
which, in addition to the manure and
fertilizer used on the corn and with the
extra tillage, has put the soil in Une condition.
Grass, although late, promises a full
hay crop. There are no vacant spots
from winter killing, and very little of
the fields shows an absence of clover
blossoms.
Our one great pest—the
crows—have
with
been
us
again.
Neither guns, (ires, images nor other
"scarecrows" had any effect. We therefore adopted heroic measures, stationing a man in the field all the time from
daylight to dark. After a few daye of
this treatment they took the hint, but
not till several of their number had paid
the penalty of their folly with their
lives. The corn is now out of their
reach, and we can again "lie in bed till
'tis fairly light."—B. Walker McKeen in
Tribune Parmer.

Cleanly

The Swineherd.
conditions

help

to

ward off

cholera.
If the brood sow is too fat, the pigs
are apt to lack vigor.
There is a better market for medium
sized hogs than for those that are over-

grown.
Do not forget to give the pigs some
wood ashes, as they greatly assist in
Me.
11 M tin St.,
building the framework by furnishing
agaiu.
Some friends of mine whose income the lime, as ashes are more than 40 per
does not exceed $1200 a year (and they cent lime. It also helps to sweeten the
have to pay rent out of that) manage to stomach.
In selecting pigs to keep for breeders
get away for a week every year. They
the sow with the longest body.
put a few simple things in a grip and go pick
Care and feed of the pig from birth to
up to the Adirondack», where they
board with a guide's family for $6 a maturity are the secret of success and
week a piece and $4 for the little girl. profit.
A good boar will add quality to your
HeTe they have good things to eat,
Lead
All K::nls of Pipe
porkers faster than anything
plenty of fishing, boating and no end of future
else.
and Iron.
lovely walks. The trip up and back
The boar is half the herd, but the othcost them 10.12 and their board $10.
This they lay aside each year as a part er half is equally important.
Telephone 134-11.
The ill bred sow, like the ill bred
of their regular expenses.
cow, produces poor progeny.
we
that
are
so
situated
of
us
Many
J. WALDO
During the first months of a pig's life
could easily raise this money and if
and increased weight can be
growth
in
How?
a
little
more.
Well,
necessary
at
various ways. Here is one: Suppose made cheaper or with less feed than
time later on in life.—Farmers Adyou have a fiock of 100 hens. By caring any
for them a little better you could no vocate.
Give the brood sows warm, dry sleepdoubt raise the average number of eggs
MASONIC BLOCK,
ing quarters. Be sure that there are
so as to get twelve more from each hen.
drafts in the pens. Hogs are subNORWAY. At 2 ceuts each that would give you §24, no
Telephone Connection.
if exposed to cold and
and
dozen extra cockrels sold would ject to pneumonia

Norway,

Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

Repairing,

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

a

in |6 more, making the required
amount.
Again, you could fatten a
steer every year which would bring in
Mountain
about $2"> or $30; or raise a few lambs
& Busy Medicine for Basy People.
each year that would average about $7
Γ -3 Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
I should like to
in tbe open market.
lie f.r Constipation. Indigestion. Live
■•ν Troubles. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
bear what some other farmers have to
lUd Breath. Sluggish Bowels, Headache
what some one else has
kache It's Rocky Mountain Ten in tab- say, especially
Genuine made by done along the line of solving the vaca"πι, 3.'» cent» a bo*.
^τίΐι I>ni·»» Company, Madison, Wis.
tion problem.—Cor. in Country Gentle-

Rocky
Α

l
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H0LLISTER9

Tea

bring

Nuggets

GGLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

man

high Prices

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,
Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

Nasal

CATARRH

In all Its situes tlitre
■ii
l>e cieaulineM.

El ν's Cream Balm

cicai. ·>■*, soothe* and

heal*

d.seas«d membrane.

'■"*

It

irrh and drivée
cold in the bead

eure». ν

»wïj

a

tOKt'y.
Cream C.ilm is placed Into the nottrils, apreade
ott the membrane and it absorbed. Relief la lrnχ c sad a cure foUowa.
It la not drying—doe#
t
;ce ineezlng. Large Sue, 00 eeuta at Drugg ·:4 or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cente by mall.
£LY BH0TH2R3, M Warren Street, New York.

for drain.

There can be little question but prices
for grain products will rule comparatively high for the next twelve months, and
farmers may well lay plans and make
calculations accordingly. As far as the
grain crops of this country are concerned, while wheat and oats will be short of
last year, and corn cannot so overcome
the unfavorable conditions of the season
thus far as to anywhere near reach the
bumper crop of a year ago, yet without
doubt there will be more of each of
these grains realized in the harvest than
will be needed for our home consumption. So there can be no shortage of a
needed home supply. But the price of
grain in this country is usually controlled by the selling value of our surplus.
There is no room for doubt that the
European crop of grain, especially of
winter wheat will be short in the extreme.
This is sure to create a sharp
demand and correspondingly high prices
for (he surplus we may have to spare.
It is this condition that was the principal cause of the recent sharp advance in
market values.
The June government reports of the
grain crop prospects are mure favorable
than for the previous month, and thus
do not indicate any sensational jumps
in prices, but at the same time, with it
settled as good as certain that our crop
cannot be a full one, and that the demand abroad will be heavy, it is safe to
conclude that buyers of grain feed need
not look for lower prices for a year to
come.—Maine Farmer.

Henhouse and Front Yard.
Get that old barrel, that old bedstead,

drafts.

The sanitation of the piggery should
be guarded as carefully as the sanitation
of a hospital. Damp and ill ventilated
sleeping quarters are fatal to pigs, and
unless the owner will see to it that hogs
always have a dry and well ventilated
place to sleep he had much better keep
out of the business.
Too heavy a feeding in tne lirst tew
days to a strong sow in good condition
induces scours in the piglings and perhaps graver dirorders in the sow herself, says a Canadian breeder. Corn
meal should be used with caution during the first three weeks after farrowing. After that not much caution is
needed. For the first three weeks after
farrowing there is nothing better than
middlings fed either in diluted skim
milk or water. It ie advisable to feed
Cold water
warm foods in all cases.
direct irom a well or spring should not
be used for mixing the food*. For the
first two weeks we like to scald the
meal into a thick porridge and then
dilute with water or with milk and
water.
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For Service
A
the

right good
right size.

Berkshire Boar,

just

Service fee $i .00.

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.
We Do a|| Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.

Produce the Beet.
If it was generally 'realized how great
is the vrlue of poultry droppings, there
Once started in the right direction a
would be more care about cleaning out, fanner can produce a good grade of
saving aid using the litter from the hen- cattle almost ay cheaply as he can grow
house. Experiments have proved that scrubs. Good pure bred bulls of all the
poultry droppings possess more fertilis- leading beef breeds oan be purchased at
ing value than most other manures. reasonable prices, and there is not the
Keep under cover until hauled afield.
slightest excuse for the keeping of a
scrub ball at the head of any herd.
profit
Destroy all vessels that have held With first class cattle as much
investment
Empty paint cans scattered oan be made with a smaller
paint.
oan
than
labor
feed
and
chickfor
land, cattle,
about the yard catch rain water;
In feedens and older fowls drink from them be produoed with a large outlay
and are poisoned. It is curious that ing inferior stock. In every
hens will leave a clean fountain full of of agrloultnre It pays to produce the
freeh water to drink from a stagnant beet, and this Is especially true with
respect to live «took.
but some of them will.

Mm·* A Fevtak Mh Pferta. pool,

S tion and Burial
I of Homer Phelps
V
/
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By STEPHEN CRANE.

Author ·( "Tk· R«d B*dg« ·( CMl·
«g·." Eté.
Cop>/riffM, 1900, bv WUHam Hovt Crane.
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time to time an enwearied
pine bough let fall to the earth
its load of melting enow, and
the branch swung back, glistening in the faint wintry sunlight. Down
the gulch a brook clattered amid Its

sound of a perpetual
All the forest looked drenched and forlorn.
The skyline was a ragged inclosure
of gray cliffs and hemlocks and pines.
If one bad been miraculously set down
In this gulch one could have Imagined
easily that the nearest human habitation was hundreds of miles away If It
were not for an old half discernible
wood road that led toward the brook.
"Halt! Who's there?"
This low and gruff cry suddenly dispelled the stillness which lay upon the
lonely gulch, but the hush which folice

with

the

breaking of glass.

lowed It seemed 'even more profound.
The hush endured for some seconds,
and then the voice of the challenger
was again raised, this time with a distinctly querulous uote In it
Who's there?
"Halt!
Why don't
you answer when I holler? l>ou't yon
know you're likely to get shot?"
A second voico auswered, "Oh, you
knew who I was easy enough."
"That don't make no dlffreucfe.''
One of the Margate twins stepped
from a thicket and confronted Homer
Phelps on the old wood rosul. The
majestic scowl of otiicial wrath was
upou the brow of Reeves Margate, a
long stick was held In the hollow of
his arm as one would hold a ritle, and

he Btrode grimly to the other boy.
"That don't make no diirrence. You've
got to answer when I holler anyhow.
Willie says so."
At the mention of the dread chieftain's name the Phelps boy dauuted a
trifle, but he still sulkily murmured.
"Well, you knew It was me."
He started on his way through the
snow, but the twin sturdily blocked the
path. "You can't pass less'n you give
the countersign."
"Ilnh?" said the Phelps boy. "Coun-

tersign?"

"Yes-countersign," sneereil the twin,
strong in his sense of virtue.
But the Phelps boy became very angry. "Can't I, hey? Can't I, hey? I'll

show you whether I can or not! I'll
show you. Reeves Margate!"
There was a short scuttle, and then
arose the anguished clamor of the sentry: "Hey. fellers! Here's a man tryiu'
to run α-past the guard! Hey, fellers!
Hey Γ
There .vas a great, noise In the adjacent iiiiilerlinisli. The voice of Willie
could Le heard exhorting his fol h worn
to charge swiftly and bravely. Then
appeared—Willie Dalzel, Jin,,,de
Trescott, the other .Margate twin -in.i
I>an Earl. The chieftain's f,„v ;u(|urk with wrath. "YVhats the matter·.
Can't you play it right? Ain't you got
any sense?" lie asked the I'helps |>:>y.
The sentry was yelling out his grievance. "Now -he cauie along, an' I hoi
lered at iuj, an' he didn't pay no 'teutiou, an' wjjen I ust 'im for the conn
terslgu he wouldn't Hay nothln'. That
ain't no way."
"Can't you play it right V" asked the
chief again, with gloomy scorn.
"
He knew it was u,e easy euouch
«aid the Phelps hoy.
"That uin't got uothin' to do with

department

tlieu turned and stood wltli
The
chief marshaled the twins and Dan
Earl in lino with their sticks. He gave
"Load!
the
commands:
necessary
At the last
Aim!
Fire!"
Ready!
command the firing party all together

able lad.
".Oh. eoine on, Homer!
You're a-spollln'
Don't lie ho mean.
everything. We won't hurt you any.
Not the tlntiest bit. It's all Just playin'.
What's the mutter with you?"
The different tone of the leader made
an Immediate Impression upon the othHe showed some signs of the beer.
ginning of weakness. "Well," he asked, "what you goin' to do?"
"Why, first we're goin' to put you In
a dungeon or tie you to η stake or

snow

yelled, "Bang!"

Jimmle threw bis hands high, tottered iu agony for a moment and then
crashed full length Into the enow—Into,
one would think, α serious case of
pneumonia. It was beautiful.
He arose almost immediately and
came back to them, wondrously pleased
with himself.
They acclaimed him

Joyously.

The chief was particularly grateful.
He was always trying to bring off
those little romantic affairs, and it
seemed, after ail, that the only boy
who could ever really help him was
Jlmmie Trescott. "There," he said to
the others, "that's the way It ought to
be done."

tween Dan Earl and η Margate twin.
The party proceeded to their camp,
which was hidden some hundred feet
There was a
back in the thickets.
miserable little hut with α pine bark
roof which so frankly and constantly
leaked that existence in the open air
At present it
was always preferable.
was noisily dripping melted snow into
the black moldy Interior. In front of
this hilt η feeble Are was flickering
through Its unhappy career, ruderfoot the watery snow was of the
color of lead.
The party having arrived at tli
camp, the chief leaned against a tre<·
and, halaucing 011 one foot, drew off ii
rnblier boot. From this boot lie emp
He
tied alnnit a quart of snow.
squeezed his stocking, which hatf 11
hole f;Y>m which prttrudel a lobde:·
red toe. He resumed his boot. "Brin;/
ui> the prisoner," said lie. They di»i
it. "Guilty or not guilty?" ho asked.
"Huh?" said the Phelps boy.
"Guilty or not guilty?" demanded the

chief

peremptorily.

"Guilty

or

not

Homer Phelps looked profoundly puz
sled. "Guilty or not guilty?" he asked
slowly and weakly.
The chief made η swift gesture am'
turned in despair to the others. "Oh
he don't do It right! He does it all
wrong!" Ile again faced the prlsonei

an air of making a last attempt.
"Now. look-a-here. Homer, when I say
•Guilty or not guilty?' you want to up
an' say, 'Not guilty.' Don't you see?"
"Not guilty." said Homer at once.
"No. no, 110. Wait till I ask you
Now wait." Ile called out pompously.
"Pards, if this prisoner before lis i<
guilty, what shall be bis fate?"
All those well trained little infants
with one voice sang out. "Death!"
"Prisoner," continued the chief, "are

with

you guilty or not guilty?"
"Hut look-a-here," argued Homer
"you said it wouldn't be nothlu' thai
would hurt. I"—
"Thunder an' lightnin'!" roared the

"Yes, pard." replied Jlmmie Très·
wretched chief. "Keep your mouth cott, "I reckon you're right. Our wild
Bhut, can't ye? What in the miscliief"- free life Is—there ain't notliln' to comBut there was an interruption from pare with our wild, free life."
Jlnimie 'frescott, who shouldered »;
Whereupon the two lails arose and
magnificently shook hands, while the
rt !h ✓
others watched them In an ecstasy.
"I'll alios stick by ye, panl," saiil Jlmmie earnestly. "When yer In trouble,
don't forglt that Llghtnin' Lou is at
yer

was

a

boyish law which held

them back from lftying hands of violence upon little Phelps under these
conditions. Perhaps it was because
they were only playing, whereas he
At any
was now undeniably serious.
rate, they looked very sick of their oc-

cupation.

"Don't yon dare!" snarled the Phelps
boy, facing first one and then the oth"Don't
er. He wo* almost In tears.
you dare touth me!"
The chieftain was now hopping with
exasperation, "Oh, seize him, can't
you? You're no good at all!" Then he
loosed his wrath upon the Phelps boy.
"Stand still, Homer, can't you? You've
got to be seized, you know. That ain'.t
V e way. It ain't any fun if you keep
l-dodgin' that way. Stand still, cun't
you! You've got to be seized!"
"I don't want to be seized!" retorted
the Phelps boy, obstinate and bitter.
"But you've got to be seized!" yelled

the maddened chief. "Don't you see?
That's the way to play It"
The Phelps boy answered promptly,
"But I don't want to play that way."
"But that's the right way to play it.
Don't you see? You've got to play It
the rleht way. You've got to be seized
an' then we'll hold a trial on you, an'ν
an' all sorts of things."
But; this prospect held no Illusions
for the Phelps boy. He continued doggedly to repeat, "I don't want to Dlay

that wafT'

Of course in the end the chief stooped to beir and beseech this unreason-

υf

enow.

twin aside ami stepped to the front.
"Here," he said, very contemptuously,
"let uie be the prisoner. I'll show Ίηι
how to do it."
"All right, Jim," cried the chief, delighted. "You be the prisoner then.
Now all you fellers with guns stand
there lu a row! C.'et out of the way.
Homer!" He cleared his throat and

Addressed Jimiule. "Prisoner, are you
guilty or not guilty V"
"Not guilty," answered Jiuuuic firmly. Standing there before his judge,
unarmed, slim, quiet, modest, he was

Ideal.
The chief beamed upon him and
looked aslile to cast a triumphant and
withering glance upon Homer Phelps,
île said: "There! That's the way to do
It!"
The twius and D»n Earl also much

outskirts of the baud. lie seemed very
sorry. lie cast a wistful eye at the
lie knew too well
romantic scene.
that if lie went near at that particular
time ho would be certain to encounter
a pitiless snubbing, so he vacillated
modestly In the background.
At last the moment came when he
dared venture near enough to the fire
to gain some warmth, for he whs now
bitterly suffering with the cold. He
sidled close to Willie Dalzel. No one
heeded him. Eventually he looked at
his chief and, with a bright face, said:
"Now—If I was seized now to be executed I could do it as well as Jiminle
Trescott. I could."
The chief gave a crow of scorn, in
which he was followed by the other
"Πο," he cried, "why didn't
boys.
you do it, then? Why didn't you do
it?"
Homer rhelps felt upon him
He
many pairs of disdainful eyes.
wagged his shoulders In misery.
"You're dead." said the chief frankThat s what you are.
We exely.
cuted you. we did."
"When?" demanded the Phelps boy,
with some spirit
"Just a little while p-o. Didn't we,
fellers? Hey, fellers, u.®*.i't we?"
The trained chorus cried: "Yes, of
You're dead, Homer.
course we did.
You're
\ou can't play any more.

dead."
"That wasn't me.
Trescott," he said In

It was Jlmmie
low and bitter
He
voice, his eyes ou the ground.
would have given the world if he could
have retracted hie mad refusals of the

execution."

ing the cruel effect of his words he did
uot refrain from administering some
advice, "The next time don't be such a
chuckle head."
Presently the camp imagiued that It
was attacked by Iudlans, and the hoys
dodged behind trees with their stick
rifles, shouting out, "Hang:" and en
couraging each other to resist until the
last. In the meantime the dead lad

"That ain't right," said the
prissuddenly. "That ain't the next
thing. You've got lo have a trial first.
You've got to fetch up a lot of people
first who'll say I done It."
"That's so," said the chief. "1 didn't
think, Here, Iteeres, you be first witness. Did the prisoner do it'/"
The twin gulped for a moment In his
anxiety to make the proper reply. He
was at the point where the roads forked. Finally he hiuarded, "Yes."
new

oner

hovered near the tire, looking moodily
at the gay and exciting scene. After
the tight the gallant defenders returned one by one to the fire, where they
grandly clasped hands, calling each
other "old pard" and boasting of their
deeds.
Parenthetically, one of the twins had
"I killed
an uufortunate Inspiration.
the Indy-uu chief, fellers! Did you sec
me kill the Indy-un chief?"

"There," said the chief, "that's one
of 'em. Now, Dun, you be a witness.

Dili he do it?"
Dan Earl, having before him the
twin's
example, did not hesitate.
"Yes," he said.
"Well, then, pards, what shall be his

fate?"

Again

"Death!"

cauic

the

ringing

But Willie Dalzel, hie

answer,

chief,

Indy-un."
"Who's wounded?" cried Willie Dai
■eL "Ain't anybody wounded?" The
party professed themselves well and
sound. The roving and Inventive eye
of the chief chanced upon Homer
Here's a dead man!
"Πο!
Phelps.
Come on, fellers, here's a dead man!
We've got to bury him, you kuow."
And at his biddiug they pounced upon
the dead Phelps lad. The unhappy l>oy
saw clearly his road to rehabilitation,
but mind and body revolted at the Idea
of burial, even as they had revolted at
the thought of execution. "So!" he
said stubbornly. "No; I don't want to

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Has surpassed all other medicine·, la merit,
■ale· and cores.
It· success, irreat as it haa been, haa apparently only juit begun.
It haa received by actual connt more than
40,000 testimonials In two years.
It puriflea the blood, cures all blood diseases, all humor· and all eruptions.
It atrenrthens the stomach, creates an
appetite and build· up the whole system.
It cure· that tired feeling and makea the

be burled! I don't want to be burled!"
"You've got to be burled!" yelled the
chief passionately. "Taln't goin' to
hurt ye, Is It? Think you're made of
glass? Come on, fellers, get the grave

weak strong.

__

own

turned uiHJii him wrathfully: "You
didn't kill no chief. I killed 'Ira with
me own hand."
"Oh!" said the twin apologetically at
"It must have been some other
once.

With Jiiumie In the principal role.
tills drama, hidden deep In the hemlock thicket, ueared a kind of perfec
lion. "You must blindfold me." cried
the condemned lad briskly, "an' then
I'll go oil' an' stand, an' you must all
get In a row an' shoot me."
The chief gave this plau his urbane
couutenuiice, and the twins and Dan
Earl were greatly pleased. They blindfolded Jinimie under his careful directions. Ile waded a few paced Into

In usual liquid form or In chocolated tablets
known as Saraataba. 100 doses 9L

a

early part of the drama.
"No," sidd the chief; "it was you.
We're playiu' it was you, an' It was
you. You're dead, you are." And see-

admired Jimmle.
"That's all right so far, anyhow,"
said the satisfied chief. "An' now we'll
—now we'll—we'll proceed with the

I

stables with the hand behind his back.
Presently he felt a hand take the

note, and

a

voice said

quietly, "Thanks,

lieutenant."
De Mores was careful not to look
around or In any direction that could
assist identification.
Thus had any
outcry been raised the "rape of the
sign" would have been a mystery.—

London Globe.

back."

"Thank.v, parcl." quoth Willie Dalzel.
deeply affected. "I'll not forgit it,
Par'l. An' don't yon forait either that
Dead Shot Demon, the leader of the
Red Haiders, never forglts η friend."
Rut Homer Phelps was having none
of this great fun. Since ids disgraceful refusal to he seized and executed
he had !>een hovering unheeded on the

From this boot he emptied about a quart

Tha victim surveyea tnese preparations with η glassy eye. When all was
ready the chief turned determinedly to
him. "Come on now, Homer. We've
got to carry you to the grave. Get lilm
by the leg*, Jim!"
Little Phelps had now, passed Into
that state which may be descrll>ed as
a curious and temporary childish fat:ilIsm. He still objected, but It was only
feeble muttering, as If lie did not know
what he spoke. In some confusion
they carried him to the rectangle of
hemlock boughs and dropped him.
Then they piled other boughs upon
him until he was not to be seen. The
chief stepped forward to muke a short
address, but before proceeding with It
he thought It expedient, from certain
Indications, to speak to the grave it
self. "Lie still, cau't ye? Lie still until I get through!" There, was a faint
movement of the boughs Htid then «
perfect silence.
The chief took off his hat Those
who watched him could see that his

It'e a family treat, to be enjoyed to-

j

OLD CLOTHES

!

AND NEW.

By FranK, H. Stueet.
CopyriKbted, HOT. by Mary McKeop.

They

room,

all tip la

were

|

Aunt Clara's

packing the box, when Jessie

Boyd «une lu at 4 o'clock to ask Carrie what «he wue going to wear that
evening to the musicale. Jessie went
upstairs without ceremony. She was
Carrie's muet intimate friend.
"Oh. there you are!" said Carrie, who
was sitting on the foot of the lied with
"I've
η pile of clothing on her lap.
been wondering all afternoon what had
become of you. We're packing the box
to go fo mother's cousin in West Holden.
Aunt Clara wants"—
"Where's the bottle of benzine?" asked Agnes, Interrupting. "You had It

last, Carrie."
"I»ok on the shelf lu my closet," «aid
"What are you going to do
Carrie.
with the benzineV"
"Clean the spots o(T that tan cloth
cape of mine. I'm ashamed to send It
as it is now."
"Oh. you needn't be ashamed to send
anything," said Aunt Clara, who was
on lier knees before the box, spreading
some
newspapers over the bottom.
'They are so poor they'll be glad of
The funeral oration.
everything, no matter how old. You
face was harrowed with emotion.· haven't time to clean off spots."
"They can do it for themselves," said
"Pards," he began brokenly, "piirds,
betwe've got one more debt to pay them Carrie. "Here, auntie, hadn't you
first?"
murderiu' redskins. Bowie Knife Joe ter put these old white skirts In
"Seems to me, Carrie, you could wear
was a brave man an' a good pard, but
rutiles your—he's gone now—gone." He paused that white sUIrt with the
who
for a moment overcome, and the still- self," remarket! .Mrs. Brandon,
The execution.
was pulling over the contents of a
They were touclied to the heart by ness was only broken by the deep
trunk she had dragged in from the hall.
the whu^e thing, and they looked at manly grief of Jimmle Trescott.
"It doesn't look at all worn."
Jlmmie with big. smiling eyes. Jlm"Xo. but it doesn't hang rl^ht," reArranging a Mystery.
mie, blown out like a balloon fish with
Bet<io short.
In his youthful days the Marquis de J<iined Carrie, "and It's
pride of his performance, swaggered
a ruffled petticoat."
to the fire and took a Beat on some wet Mores was a cavalry lieutenant on an sides, I despise
"Very well," said her mother In a
"Fetch some more eastern frontier garrison, and one day
hemlock boughs.
You and
tone. "Put It In.
of
resigned
with
a
exercise
party
wood, one of you kids," he murmured while out at
I
are dreadfully extravagant.
negligently. One of the twins came mounted men they found themselves Agues
father complains
fortunately upon η small cedar tree on German territory. Their attention don't wonder your
the lower branches of which were dead was called to the fact by an Inn on the about expenses."
"Here are some old nightdresses,"
and dry. An armful of these branches roadside bearing the sign "The King
"I Intended to
said Mrs. Brandon.
flung upon the sick fire soon made a of Prussia."
"A hundred francs to the man who tear them up for window riot lis. but
high, ruddy, warm blaze, which was
like an illumination in honor of Jim- brings me that sign," he said, loud Rachel might patch them up."
"Of course she will," said Aunt
mlo's success.
enough to be heard, and the party reThe boys sprawled about the fire gained the French side of the frontier Clara, seizing upon the nightdresses
and talked the regular language of the at a gallop. Next morning Lieutenant eagerly.
She thoroughly enjoyed the packing
"Waal, parts," remarked the de Mores found the sign reared up
game.
chief, "It's many α nlpht we've had to- against the wall of his quarters, and, of this box. She always declared that,
gether here In the Rockies among the taking a hundred franc note In one 110 matter what her faults were, 110
b'ars an' the Indyuns, hoy?"
hand, he walked slowly through the one could accuse her of not belug gen-

Don't you understand?"

witii

there

a lid

quiet dignity, awulting bis fate.

something like that—just pertend, you
know," added the chief hurriedly, "an'
then we'll hold a trial, awful solemn,
but there won't be anything what'II
hurt you. Not a thiug."
Aud so the game was readjusted.
The Phelps boy was marched off l>e

guilty?
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it!" cried the chief furiously. "That
it.
If
ain't got nothiu' to do
you re goln' to play, you've got to play
it right. It uin't uo fun If you go spoil
in the whole tiling this way. Can't i*on
from
Connecticut.
drags Report
Play it rightV"
On the third day of June, 1905, after
"I forg>t the countersign," lied the
sowed
of
the
I
eoil,
thorough cultivation
weakly.
three and one-half acres of high and culprit
M
the remainder of the
dry abandoned New England field to bandhereupon
yelled out, with one triumphant
In fifty-three days from the
alfalfa.
time it was sown I cut one and one-half voice: "War to the knife! War to the
tons of dry hay to the acre, and in fifty- knife! I remember it, Willie. Don't 1
three days more the same amount was Willie V"
cut again; in the season of 1906 I cut
The leader was puzzled. Evidently
four crops of one and one-half tons of
he was trying to develop in his mind
dry hay to each acre, making in all a
plan for dealing correctly with this
thirty tons in six crops. In 1905 6 I
no doubt,
used only commercial fertilizer. This unusual incident. He
spring I put about four or five cords of that he must proceed according to the
decomposed yard manure on each acre, hooks, but unfortunately the books did
using a Richardson manure spreader to not cover the point precisely. Howhe finally said to Homer Phelps,
drop it evenly. The spring has .been so
backward tbat the first crop didn't ma- "You are under arrest!" Then with a
ture until the 18th of June. I was forsteutorian voice he shouted, "Seize
tunate enough to have seven clear days,
him!"
and put in the first crop, 10 1-2 tons
His loyal followers looked startled
from the 3 1-2 acres, in fine condition
the 7th day after cutting, substantially 8 for a brief moment, but directly they
tons to the acre, some more and some began to move upon the Phelps boy.
lees, seven crops In substantially two The latter clearly did not inteud to be
yea re, total nearly 41 tons. After cut- seized. lie backed away, expostulatting each crop, I have set my double ing wildly. He even seemed somewhat
action harrow at a light angle and gone
filghtened. "So, no! Don't you touch
over the field each way with it, sowing a
dare touch
little more seed each time. Each crop me. I tell you; don't you
has grown stronger, this last being me!"
double any other. It is now growing an
The others did not seem anxious to
inch per day.
engage. They moved slowly, watching
The grass crop of every kind in this the
desperate light In his eyes. The
section is light because of continued
chieftain stood with folded arms, his
cold weather. Last year the two crops
lace growing darker and darker with
from the 11-acre field of timothy and
At leusth he burst out·
red-top, together with the four crops impatience.
from the 3 1-2 acres of alfalfa, amounted "Oh. seize him, I tell you! Whv don't
In a short time I expect you seize him? Grab him by the leg,
to 102 tons.
to commence cutting my 8-acre timothy
Dannie! Hurry up, all of you! Seize
and red-top field, and will then report him, I keep a-sayin'!"
results. If Farmer readers will send me
Thus adjured, the Margate twins and
a two-cent stamp, I will tell them how
Dan Earl made another pained effort,
to grow grass on the intensive plan.—
while Jltumie Trescott maneuvered to
Cor. in Maine Farmer.
fut off a retreat. But, to tell the truth,

that old plough and all other rubbish out of your henhouse. The henof
The best of house is no place to keep tools or to
Goods.
coroak \oodwork for closets. No old store furniture. Then spray every
ner, every crack and every crevice with
goex's. Call and eee this line.
solution of zenoleum. Then
a strong
No whitewash inside and out. Spray the
attended to.
floor, put in new straw, clean up the
charge for team.
grounds and make arrangements to
L. M. Longloy,
spray some more next week.
One of the most disagreeable sights
Maine.
Norway,
one runs across is a bare, bleak, dirty
front yard, with about thirty or forty
dirty or lousy, half starved chickens,
ducklings and goslins running around
the house and upon the porch. Such a
sight will sicken any refined person of
the poultry business. Fowls reared in
such a way are cot protitable.
Poultry should not be fed near the
house nor upon the porch. Feed back
away from the house. Set the watering
dishes back away from the path. If
The Profitable Hog.
necessary, fence your fowls out of the
front yard. Neatness about the place ie
Experience will determine each man's
of the greatest importance. Keep your preference. If a hog ia wanted tbat
in
dooryard in order. Give your fowls will attain to a great size, is quiet,will
backyard. fact rather lazy and sluggish, that
Frames fitted to conform S plenty of clear space in the of
it, and fatten readily at any age and make
Sow grass seed, sow plenty
to the peculiarities of the S
the
keep sowing until you get a good stand. good use of the feed given him,
White
wearer's face. Thus what ς Sow it in the back yard and in the front Poland-China or the Chester
yard. Cut down the dog fennel; clean will fill the bill, writes J. A1 Dobie in
is worn as a necessity is at
be less of a nui- the National Stockman and Farmer.
up, and your fowls will
the same time a handsome t sance and will yield you more profit.— But the Poland-China is prone to small
in Tribune Farmer.
litters, and the Chester White is prone
ornament.
Ϊ Cor.
to skin diseases in winter unless well
boused and olean bedded. I have raised
Poultry Pays Everywhere.
hundreds by crossing the Chester female
An enterprising poultryman of Kanto the Poland-China male and the comsas has gone to South Africa and eshard to beat. Some
bination is
tablished one of the largest poultry strains of thevery
Duroc-Jeneys approached
i farms in existence. His name is J. H.
nearer to perfection than any I have
Hildebrand, and, having a refrigerator ever
tried, and some approached too
Town
car of his own, he supplies Cape
to the old wood hog. A cross
nearly
in
that
S.
and numerous other large places
betweenn the Poland-China male ?nd
estimated
is
It
part of the country.
Duroc female is the best all round pork
chicks on an average are
Y <tratluate Optician,
South Pari·· > that fully 5,000
producer I have ever tried.
there
incubated
weekly.

A new Lot

Democrat

Oxford

Not to Β· Fooled.
A resident of a New England town
«ho was uoted for Ills great kindness
to animals viewed the first horse cars
with dismay. "It's sheer cruelty, that's
what it is," he insisted, and the plea
of convenience or necessity had no lu-

tluence upon him.
"I'd walk to Boston and hack before
I'd add a pound's weight to what those
l>oor creatures have to drag," he declared, and uo persuasion could induce

him to ride in a street car dragged by
overworked, tired horses. When electricity was applied and the cars went
smoothly along without the horses, his
son

said:

ride on the
street cars without worrying about
You cau go into Boston at
horses.

"Now, father, you

cau

your ease now."
"James," said the old man, "you always rush at conclusions. You don't
study into things as I do. Don't i read
in the papers about every cur having
And
to have so much horsepower?
don't I know well enough what that

meansV" And the old gentleman sighed.
"It simply menus, my son, that
the poor horses are being worked Just
as hard uud just as many hours, only
we don't see 'em.
"Those power houses could tell tales.
I reckon.
No, I've uo more use for
street cars now than I ever had, and
for the sauio reason."—Youth's Com-

panion.
Barber'· Hair Cut.
"Wished I had time to go out and get
he
my hair cut." remarked a barber as
removed part of the lather from the
customer's lips with his second linger.
"Time to go out and get It cut?" repeated the man in the chair, with the
emphasis on "out." "Are you like the
man that won't eat in his owu restaurant? Aren't you willing to trust one
of your own men to cut your hair?"
"Oh, I'd trust them, all right!" said
"It isn't that, but you
the barber.
hardly ever see a barber getting his
hair cut in his owu place' The other

barbers all like to go home promptly
at quitting time, uml if one of us gets
work done durlug the day there Is sure
to be a rush about that time, and it
makes a customer 'sore' If he has to
wait with two barbers right here aud
not waiting on him. He doesn't like to
wait around while one barber cuts another barber's hall·."—Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
His Impression.
Mr. White—Tell me, Uncle Rufus,
how did you feel when that savage
catamount JumiHjd on your back as you
were coming through the woods in the
dark η ml l>eg:in to claw ami rend you?
Uncle Itufus Hank—Uh. well, sah, tell
yo' what's a fact, thankee—I 'lowed
'twuz mull wife! Yo' see, I was uhglttln' home dess a little bit antiquated
fum de lodge o' de Cullud Knights and

and muh nach'l s'plclon
dat de lady had got tired, o'
wnitin' and come to meet me. If I'd
dat
organized dat 'twuz a catamount
had me by de back, I reggln I'd uh·
be'n skeered plumb to death; but,
thlnkln' to muhse'f dat 'twuz nobody
but muh wife, I dess breshed de varmint aside, accawdin' to muh custom,

Shlvvyleers,
was

and come uh-bogin' along home, happy
in muh Ignunce.—Puck.
The Gloved Gambler.
An American who visited Monte Carlo was telling of an incident there. "In
"a
one of the gold rooms." he said,

was
gentleman in lavender gloves
playing In wonderful luck, winning

nearly every stake. As a great stack
of plaques—you know those beautiful,
big gold pieces called plaques—was
heard
pusjied to hhu In the croupier I
ear:
a young lady whhqier In his

"'It Is very odd. monsieur, to wear
it for?
gloves at play. What do yon do
Luck?'
"The fortunate player smiled grimly.
"
'Not at all,' he riplled. 1 promised

ready!"
They scattered hemlock boughs tipon the snow In the form of a i^ctangle my wife
and piled other boughs near at hand. to touch

on
a

her deathbed never

card."'

again

gether."

Jessie's pasteboard box came out
first. as 't was on top.
"Something especially for me!" cried
Alice. "How lovely! But 1 won't open
It until the last. Take out the other
things, mother, dear."
The other thin.'s were taken out
One by one Mrs. Brent unfolded them
and laid them In a pile on the floor.
Not one of the girls ventured to make
a remark of any sort, and Alice did

not dare glance at Stella.
"That is al!. I think, my dears." said
the mother as she placed on the pile
the white petticoats Carrie had contributed. "I will put all the tilings la
my closet nnd examine them at my
*
leisure."
"Blewsed are they who expect nothIs· disappointing. for th.-y shall
ed." (.quirked Stella.
"Stella!" .Mrs. Brent's voire was ouv
of rebuke. Little Itntii Itegan to weep.
"Here, let's |iA»>k at my l»ox. Untitle."
said Alice. "We iuwtn't for^'t that"
"Probably filled with soiled rildtops
and discarded artificial flowers," muttered Stella. In whose black eyes angry
tears burned

hotly.

With lingers that trembled a little,
Alice untied the pink rihlmn and :emoved the cover of the Ixix.
"Oh, oh!" s're said. "Mother, look
here! .lust see!" And then her voice
broke and tears tilled her e es.

In the liox, neatly folded, lay a pretty white china silk waist trimmed
with laie, a p::lr of perfectly new tan
glovei, three dainty haudken hlefs and

twelve y nr.'s of fine while lawn.
"There's some ml. take." said Stella;
"this doeMi't ngvee with the rest at all.
Pro! alil.v they will write to have It returned."
"Stella, dear, we couldn't expect
them to send things they could use

themselves."

"No. I suppose not. and I'm an unthankful wretch. Beggars shouldn't l»e
choosers, but"- and her voice >pilvtved
a little-"It Isn't In me, somehow, to I»

grateful beggar."

a

Mrs. Brent wrote a well worded letter of thanks to her cousin.
"I must not neglect to tell you," she
said In conclusion, "of Alice's pleasure
In the contents of the puatelxmrd box.
The pretty gloves and daluty silk
waist fitted her perfectly, and she la
busy today making up the lawn, which
will be her best gown all summer."
Aunt Clara bit her lip as she laid the

letter down.
"How ridiculous of .les le to tend
"And I
new things!" she muttered.
wns so particular to tell lier that any*
thing would do."

lu addition to the
old black alpaca skirt
which had been spoiled by paint when
the front porch had been given a fresh

No Country Mandons In Cuba.
You arc disappointed in not seeing
spleiidld mansions in < 'uba. The headquarters of tin» haciendas consist of
groups of low* and unlovely buildings,
surrounded by ugly wall», but lu till*

pair of shoes,

ance.4 are

erous.

The trunk

nightdresses,

yielded,
nn

previous fall,

a much worn
black straw bonnet
which had beeu lying In the tray "for
ages," several pairs of hose In sad need

coat the

a

of darning, a gray wrapper damaged
by moths and a black silk petticoat the
ruffles of which were whipped out.
"You could use that silk for lining a
grenadine, Frances," said Aunt Clara.
"But I don't expect to have a grenadine this summer," rejoined her sister,
"and It seems a pity not to put In

something decent."
"Well, If you had been

to Cousin
Rachel's and seen how poor they are,"
said Clara, "you'd know that anything
would be acceptable. Rachel has a real
gift for turning and patching too."
"Fo:· my part, Fm glad to get rid of
my old clothes," said Carrie, "and I
vote we send Cousin Rachel a box ev
ery year. It's a good deal better than

making buudles for the Associated
Charities to distribute. We know Just
She
where the things are going."
tossed her aunt a green surah waist,
"I
the seams of which were frayed.
can wear the skirt around mornings
with a percale shirt waist," she added.
All this time Jessie Boyd hail stood
quietly at the foot of-the bed looking

on.

"Has your cousin any girls about
my age?" she asked, regarding attentively the two faded waists which
Aunt Clara was folding together.
"Dear me, yes," answered the lady.
"Alice Is Just your age and Stella a
year or so younger. Then there are
two little girls of ten and twelve, Amy
I stopped over In West
and Ruth.
Holden for a day In March on my way
home from Florida and saw them all.

They're pretty girls, too. particularly

I
Alice.
I felt so sorry for them.
don't suppose Alice ever had a pretty
gown or a bunch of ribbons In her
life."
"Then would you mind If—could 1
send something?" stammered Jessie.
"I wouldn't want them to know, of
course, but I have several little things,
and"—
"Oh, my dear child, yes," Aunt Clara

"Bring anything you
Interrupted.
choose; I'll pack it. No matter how
old It is, they can make use of It."

Jessk' went home at once. In about
twenty minutes she returned with a
good sized pasteboard box, with a narOn
row pink rlbljon tied around It.
the cover was written, "For Alice."
"You're Just In time; I'm ready to
have Peter null up," said Aunt Clara.
"Oh, I'm not to see what you're sending. Now, my dear child, you needn't
be ashamed of It, whatever it is, for

they have so little that anything—I
only hope Rachel will appreciate the

trouble I've taken." and she followed
Jessie Into Carrie's room.
There, on the l>ed, lay the gown her
younger uleço was to wear to the
musicale. It was a cream ohina silk
trimmed with lace and white ribbon,
and l>eslde it was a pair of high beeleil
slippers of French kid.
"You'll wear your new china silk
of course, Jessie." said Carrie a*
her friend «lauced toward the bed.
Jessie shook her head. "No, I've decided on my blue organdie," she an
*ud theu In'gan to tali»
iwered

j

[waist,

quietly

of something elle.

They
sitting

were

as

Washing-

soil Is rapidly passing away.
ton Star.

Not So Daft After All,
Daft Tam, as he was called, wandering throu·'1! the village one day, got severely bitten by the village inn dog.
l'i(.cceiMn_' to the Inn. lie showed the
mistress «liât lier "dawg" had done,
•she was much alarmed and, putting a
tin If crown Into Tain's hand, said:
"Awa tae the doctor uoo an" pay him
*vi' the hauf crown."
Tain eyed the colli, saying:
"1 dinna think I'll bother wi' the
d< -dor. bill jfnt keep the siller."
"For my sa!;e gang tae him, or else

ye'il

gang d.U't."
"I..nits, wt:Kimau; ye're blotheriu.
I>aft folk canna gang daft twice."—
Dundee Advertiser.

Pat Took the Prize.
An Englishman, an Irishman and a
Scotchman were one «lay arguing as to
which of the three countries possessed
the fastest trains.
"Well," said the Englishman, "I've
ieen In one of our trains, and the telehave been like a hedge."
"I've seen the milestones appear like
"ombstones," said the Scot.
"I was one
"Ile Jnbers!" said Pat.
day In a train in my counthry, and we
of
pasted «ι field of turnips and a field
carrots, a! > a field of cabbage and
we
parsley, then a pond of water, ami
It
were going that quick I thought

graph poles

was

broth!"

Pep>s

Shakespeare.

on

Pî.7.MiHîi), commenting
of "Midon Shake peare's plays, says
"It Is the
summer Night's Dream."
saw
most ins'p'd. ridiculous play I ever
"•Othelin my life," and upon reading
have hithlo, Moor of Venice,' which I
but
erto esteemed a mighty good piny,
read the 'Adventures of

Pepvs' Diary.

having lately
Five Hours,' It
Just

seems a mean
a

thing."

Suggestion.

"Oh, my!" exclaimed the excited wohusbaiuL
man who had mislaid her
"I'm looking for a small man with one
eye."

"Well,

ma'am,"

replied

the

polite

shopwalker, "If he's a very small man
maybe you'd better use both eyes."
A Thoughtful Wife.
that
"Why did you tell your husband
there would he three parts to the concert? There are only two."
"Yes, I know, but he will lie so pleas•id

when it leaves off sooner than he

opening the box In the expects."— Fllegende Blatter.
when

room at West Ilolden
Alice Brent came In. breathless. She
was a slender girl, with soft eyes.
"Has It come?" she cried. "How plail
I ain I got her* In time."
un
"Yes, but we weren't going to
said Stella.
pack It until you came,"
"We lust wanted to have It all ready.

φ

In many others, appeardeceitful. The frequency of
Insurrections and the enterprising banditti have uiude It necessary for planters to protect themselves and their
homes as securely as possible, and every hacienda Is a fortress capable of
being defended by the retainers of the
owner who live with him within the
walls. Some of the larger plantations
are still maintained on the feudal syetem, but many of them have passed
from private ownership into the hands
of corporations, and the former proprietor.·» are living In Madrid. Seville,
Pari·! or perhaps New York, while
salaried administrators reign In their
stead. The patriarchal relationship bethe
tween the owners and the tillers of
respect.

The Jury.
"When I goes to de co'thouse," said
Uncle Kl>en, "It sometimes looks to me
Ike de Jury was a committee to award
a prize to de smartest lawyer."—Washington Star.

Convalescents need a large amount of nourish· Ο
9
ment in easily digested form.
Scoffs Emulsion is powerful nourish- Λ

ment—highly concentrated·
It makes bone, blood and muscle without
putting any tax on the digestion.
ALL DRUGOI8T81 6O0. AND SI.OO.
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Mis· Gertrude Brown entertained
three tables of bridge whist at "Old
Brick" Friday evening.
Miss Harriet Shaw of Boston, the well
known harpist, is visiting Mrs. Snow at
Old Corner House.
Mrs. S. E. Keevee and Miss Irma Bixby of Boston are guests of Miss Persis
N. Andrews.
Mr. snd Mrs. Young of Lewiston are
visiting Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer this
week.
The regular Universalist Circle will be
held at Academy Hall, Friday evening.
Admission 25 cents. Dancing free.
Rev. J. H. Little of South Paris called
on friends here Thursday.
Miss Mabel Smith of Montclair, N. J.,
is the guest of Mrs. Jarvis^Carter. On
Saturday afternoon Mrs. Carter gave a
tea to meet Miss Smith, which was much
enjoyed by all.
Percival Parris, Esq., of Philadelphia,
has been visiting his mother the past
week.
Arthur Shaw, who now holds the
challenge cup for men, has been challenged by Herbert Gibbs. The play
will take place Tuesday.
Josephine
Cole has also been challenged by Miss
Olive Thompson and Miss Gertrude
Brown for the woman's cup and the play
will take place Saturday. All the handicaps for women have been changed for
the coming tournament.
Miss Olive Thompson's birthday was
celebrated with appropriate exercises at
Elmhurst Tuesday.
Miss Ware of Auburndale, Mass., is a
guests at Mrs. J. C. Cummings' for the
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THRKK NOTOR-

ROOKS BY PORTLAND POL1CK.

Following a running pistol tight at
Allen's Corner, Portland, at a little past
10 ο clock Thursday morning between
sheriff Pennell, aided by his entire local
staff of deputies and two yeggmen who
of holding up Grand
are suspected
Trunk train No. $4 at Yarmouth four
hours previously, the yeggs were captured and sent to the station. Later
another hobo, who has been ideutitied
was
by the trainmen aa one of the three,
arrested at Morrill's corner by PatrolThe two
men Jordan and Hamilton.
Allen's corner give
men arrested at
their names as Henry Clark and Thomas
Lewis, each claiming Boston as his
home, but Sheriff Pennell, Chief Waterhuuse and the rest of the officers feel
confident that the man giving bis name
as Clark is Prank Sullivan, known as
"Young" Sullivan of Lawrence, Mass..
whom the officials have been looking
for for the past year, as he is suspected
of being one of t£e members of the gang
which on Sept. 19 of last year broke into
the poet office at Bridgton. It will be
remembered that following this break
Inspector Robinson of the post office department and Deputy Sheriff John W.
Emery engaged in a pistol tight at Baldwin with men, when Robinson was shot
through the leg. Two days later John
L. Sullivan of Lawrence, supposed to be

summer.

Miss Annie Parris is visiting friends
at Morrill, Maine.
Freedom Strout, who is a member of
Co. D, Norway, has been promoted to

corporal.

Miss Gertrude Brooks of Cambridge,
Mass., is the guest of ber aunt, Mrs.
George M. At wood.
In the golf tournament for the handicap cup for women played at the links
last week. Miss Josephine Cole won the
cup away from Miss Gertrude Brown.
This is the third time that the eu ρ has
been held by Miss Cole.
Mrs. Rachel Parlin.is spending a few
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. D. D.
Small, of West Sumner.
Mr. Morrill Allen of Portland was a
guest at Elmhurst over Sunday.
Miss Leupp of Washington, D. C., is
the guest of her aunt. Miss Alice Murdoch, at the Goldberg house.
Miss Edna Laiton, who has been visiting Miss Mary Daniels, returned to New
York Monday morning.
Mrs. E. A. Daniels, who lias been
spending a few weeks at Canton, joined
the family here the middle of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Knapp are guests
at Rev. Alexander Mann's.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. L. Case arrived
Sunday, they having landed at New York
July 10.
Mr. Francis C. Case has gone to London on a business trip. lie will join his
family here later in the season.
Arrivals at White Mountain View
House this week are Mr. Clatlin and wife
of Franklin, Mass. ; Mrs. Nash of Watertown, Mass.
Mr. Wm. R. Miller and wife of Lewiston are guests at White Mountain View
House. Mr. Miller is one of Maine's
leading architects. South Paris has a
sample of hie work in the brick block
in which the savings bank is located.
A private match is on at the golf links
this week between Mrs. Lewis M. Brown
and Mrs. F. C. Case.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin E. Gerrish of
Bucktield were at Paris Hill, Sunday.

rel-r ve of the man captured to-day.
fell off a freight train at Sawyer's river
while be was stealing a ride, and was
killed. It is supposed that he was a
member of the gang that robbed the
is
poet office. The third man arrested
John Tildon of Boston, who has served
a number of sentences in the Cumberland county jail for minor offences.
Chief of Police Waterhouse of Portland has received a telegram from Cam
bridge, Mass.. asking him to hold Sulliindictvan, since he is wanted for an
ment by the Suffolk County Grand Jury.
That Sullivan and his companions
were all prepared to do a safe blowing
job or a poet office break is apparent
from the fact that a bottle with a small
«juantity of nitro glycerine was found
in his pocket, while in the pocket of
Lewis, his comrade, was a cake of soft
the
soap such as is used to "tamp in"
explosive after a hole has been made in
North Buckfleld.
the safe by pulling off the knob, or by
Ross Yarney of Haverhill, Maes., is
drilling. The sheriffs are also sure that
Sullivan threw away a stick of dynamite visiting at Washington Ileald's.
while being brought in on the car.
Mrs. Martha Record and nephew,
Roger Clapp of Salem, Mass., came to
Black Hand at Rumford Falls.
her home the 25th.
Mrs. Martha Swallow of Sherbrooke,
has been visiting relatives in the place.
ITALIAN HEI.D VP ANI> A>SAVLTE1>.
Mountain Grange held a very successful dance in their hall the 4th. The next
on
Sunday night Officer F. A. Brooks,
meeting of Mountain Grange will be held
complaint of Guisseppe Domic, placed in the evening.
Domic
Rezitano.
under arrest Guisseppe
Forest Swallow of Brockton, Mass.,
claimed that he was held up by Rezitano came to hie uncle's, Sidney Swallow's,
four
him
at
fired
latter
the
that
and
Saturday, for a short visit but was taken
times with a revolver when he attempted sick ami" returned home Wednesday.
to get away.
Fortunately none of the
('has. Tucker is building him a stable.
shots took affect.
Fred Harding is slowly recovering from
Tuesday Rezitano was arranged before an attack of shingles.
found
probable
Recorder Stevenson, who
I. D. Fuller is doing qnite a job reHe
cause and held him in fîlOOO bail.
his buildings.
pairing
was
committed
and
bail
was unable to get
Mae Bisbee is haying for Fred Heald.
in
October.
trial
to jail to await
Joseph Cu minings' little child, one
From what can be gathered from the and one-half
years old, fell down the celthe
of
few
a
and
man
assaulted
higher lar stairs a few days ago. Some bruises
class Italians. Rezitano is a member of a but not
seriously hurt.
gang, somewhat akin to the infamous
Black Hand Society.
Sumner.
It is said that he and his gang terrorAddie Parlin of East Sumner ie visitize law abiding Italians and extort
it is ing at G. B. Foster's.
money under threats of death, and
Mrs. Thankful Uobert is failing. She
alleged that a certain well known and
wealthy Italian citizen was compelled to is contined to her bed.
to
Mrs. May Smith and two boys of
pay quite liberally within a few days
the same man, under pressure of threats. Àbington, Mass., are visiting her sister,
Mrs. X. M. Varney.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Towers, who
Death of Mrs. Benjamin R. Billings.
at J. R. Dyer's, have
have been
Bryant's Pond is mourning with sin- returned tovisiting
their home in Rockland,
and
sudden
unexpected
cere sorrow the
Mass.
death of Matoira Day Billings, wife of
Leslie Brackett of Peru and Irving
of
this
place, and Brackett
Benjamin Billings
of Brockton, Mass., visited at
at
James
Mrs.
and
of
Mr.
Day,
daughter
W. E. Bowker's one day recently.
the untimely age of 2β years.
This sad event took place as a result
Lovell.
of complications induced by the birth of
a son
The must of the farmers are about
Tuesday, July 2d. All seemed
proceeding well until Thursday after- their haying and the crop seems fairly
internoon, when acute Bright's disease
good.
vened with uraemic poisoning. Drs.
Mrs. Freeman Severance, who has
Packard. Rogers and Deering were sum- been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
moned and every possible means em- H. F. Dresser, has returned home, and
ployed, but in spite of all the patient was accompanied by ber sister, Mrs.

a

rapidly failed and death occurred Friday Boynton.
Mrs. Preston
night

The funeral was held Sunday at the
(Tniversalist church, and was very largely attended, as Mrs. BiHings was a member of the Grange and also of the Eastern Star Lodge, both of which turned
out officially to honor her memory.
Besides these, many townspeople were
present, Mrs. Billings being one of the
most highly respected and best loved
young women of the community.
The sermon was preached by Rev. Mr.
Little of South Paris. Elder Hannaford
also offered prayer and made a few
touching remarks. The audience was
greatly affected, and showed clearly the
affectionate regard in which they held^
the memorjLjof this unfortunate young"
woman, friend and comrade.
Interment took place in the little
churchyard beside the church, where so
many of our townspeople lie in eternal
slumber. The solemnity of the occasion
was rendered more impressive by the
music played there, a dirge rendered by
the Bryant's Pond Band, "Nearer My
God to Thee."
The death of Mrs. Billings leaves a
vacancy in the hearts not only of her
husband and her immediate family, but
also in the entire community, where she
enjoyed universal regard and affection.
The circumstances of her death were
rendered doubly touching by their suddenness and by the fact that she leaves
an infant which can never know its
mother's care.
"Sweet 1· reat after toll; then why feel torrow
rorberwho deep· an<l will not wike to mor
row?"

Brownfteld.
Dr. Tarr and family are spending their
vacatiou at Rockport, Mass.
Mrs. Elmer Thompson of New York is
visiting at Mr. John Sands'.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rowe are entertaining their grandson Page, of Peabody,
Mass.
Mrs. John Lynch is at Ε. B. Bean's.
Dr Went worth and sister have returned home from quite an extended visit In
Massachusetts.
Mrs. F. Spring of Westbrook, and Mrs.
A. Leigbton of Stroudwater, Portland,
were guests at Mrs. J. Bean's.
Dr. Frank Eastman has bought an
auto; that makes the third one owned in
this village.
J. L. Frink is suffering from eczema in
his face.
Mrs. Alvin Perkins and daughter, Mrs.
Anderson, are at their cottage for the

summer.

Mr. and Mrs. J.

daughter
appeared lage.

The mysterious light which
in the iky early Wednesday evening, a
brilliant band passing directly overhead
from one horizon to the other, was pronounced by Bowdoin College professors
to be what Is known as zodiacal light
and about which scientists have differing theories. It is supposed to form a
ring about the earth like the rings of
Saturn and is usually seen in the tropics
in the spring or fall and is rarely seen in
this locality. The cause of the zodiacal
light is not definitely known. The
theory most generally received is that it
is the sunlight reflected by myriad· of
small meteoric bodies revolving around
the sun, nearly in the plane of the

seliptle.

B. Walker and son have
returned from a visit at Salmon Falls
and Portland.
Misses Helen and May Hutchins and
Misa Ruth Dallinger, with some others
are at Fairview, but the last of the month
will go to their cottage on the lake for
the rest of the season.
Dr. Rhein and family are at Β. E.
Brown's.
Dr. S. S. Stearns and family are bere
for the summer, occupying his home at
the Center.

are

visiting

W. Hubbard and
friends in this vil-

East Brownfleld.

I

Many from this place went to the
circus in Portland last Friday.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney attended the
W. C. T. U. meetings at Hampton, Ν. H.,
last week.
The Congregational Circle met with
Mrs. Zilpha Colby, Jnly 10.
The W. C. T. U. held its regular meeting at Mrs. Jnlia Bean's, Jnly 12.
Religious services were held at the
town farm July 7, under the auspice· of
the W. C. T. U.
Rev. E. P. Eastman of Union, Ν. H.,
In the Congregational church
t Sunday.
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In Norway, July S, to the wife of John M.
Well, John! we agree that there «re
The many friend· of L. P. Merrill, for- I The work crew of the Q. T. R. that
1
than 'QUIXCY ADAMS SAWYKB" A UNIQÛ* » Jagne, a daughter.
merly of this plaoe, now of Rnmford has been widening and lowering the 'More thing· in heaven and earth
In
in
Norway, July 7, to tb« wife of Webster H.
ΦΒΑΜΑ OF MOST TKLLIHG QUALITIES. | (Ilgore, a daughter.
Falls, will regret to learn that his wn- track and preparing for the hew "over- ι ire dreamed of." We were interested
rour article last week, and oonfeM to
In Norwa
July 5, to tbe wife of Edmund
dltion la each that he has gone to Bos- head bridge" have finished tbe work.
>abaselerr, a aoo.
Mr. Robert Bisbee haa gone to Canada I >eing a "Bible apiritnaliat" ourselves.
ton to comalt a
In
South
Pari·,
July 8, to He wife of John
and
re"unThe figures of the attendance
At a family gathering held reoently at for the summer, where he haa a poaition Perhaps I might add a page to your
1 'orter, a too.
written history," and this is but one in- ceipts lor the five seasons that "Quincy
In OtUfleld, July S. to tbe wife of frank L.
Un. Rodney Chandler'e thirty people aa chemist.
The W. C. T. U. met with Miaa Croaa itanoe more out of innumerable testi- àdams Sawyer" has been upon the stage Iryant, a daughter, Nellie Lee.
took dinner,- including Mr. and -Mrs.
that nearly three million people
mony of things "unseen."
Peter Coyne of Mlnot, who came here to laat Tuesday.
Married.
ve witnessed this great drama of New
A favorite aunt of ours, who with
Mrs. Clinton Metoalf and daughter
visit M re. Coyne'· sister, Helen Rowe,
In view
of Farmington have returned to their sultivation might have had marked England rural life in that time.
who wu boarding there.
Sooth Part·. July 18, at the Methodist parIn
if this fact and because of the constant( )ocult powers, had a son, a telegraph
Lincoln
Mr and Mr·. Everett Chase and sons home.
«nage, by the Rev. T. N. Kewlev, llr
this attraction, Sllsworth Thayer of Pari· and Mlaa Jew lea L.
Misses Boothby and Maaon are with >perator in Dakota. One clear, starlight ly growing prosperity of
Maynard and Raynoid of West Paris
îurtls of 8outh Pari·.
mm mer night, here in our little Maine it can be said with truth that this is a
In Norway, July 4, by Rev. B. 8. Rldeout. Mr.
spent the Fourth with Mr. and Mrs. frienda camping near Berlin, Ν. Η.
there have
Samuel Bucknam and Mr». Lucy Jewell, both of
The principal of Qould Academy haa rillage, she was sitting in the twilight in "play in a thousand." For
histhe
in
instances
touth Pari·.
ι room with closed doors and suddenly been so few similar
trainof
normal
a
course
that
two
announced
wife
and
«one,
Esq.,
In Oxford, July β, by Rct. Frederick Newport,
the American stage that they
Raymond aàd Richard, of Farmington, ing haa been added to the Gould Aoad- ;hought she saw a flash of lightning tory of
Mr. Walter υ.
and M le» Sarah Κ. Farrlng
door. In- san be recalled readily by all theatrical ion of MechanicBray
fall·.
spent a few days recenty with Mr. emy coarse. It is looked apnn with ι ihine from beneath the outer
her
of
of
absent
men
son,
experience.
much favor and no doubt a good num- itantly she thought
Small's mother, Mrs. Eleanor Small.
Died.
"Quincy Adams Sawyer" is unique.
ber will avail themselves of tbe oppor· ind with much distress of mind informMr. and Mrs. Oscar Swift have
he
had
feared
Its
that
she
her
ed
telling qualities are found in its enfamily
ed from a trip to Auburn, Lisbon Falls tunity to take normal training.
In Buckfleld, luly 10, Ho ea Bonney of Nor
conventions.
had
a
she
from
tire
freedom
The
next
killed.
>een
stage
the
afternoon
Ladies'
day
Last Thursday
and Brunswick.
on way, aged 70 year», « month·, S da' ·.
«...κιλ
Club held another cake sale upon Mr. J. telegram saying be was at the point of There is no erring girl, no mortgage
In Norway, June 17, Mr·. Betbla B. Cbiffln,
Helen RoWfe closed a very
or wailing and no aged 78 year·
term of school July 3d. In the fore- M. Philbrook'a lawn, which was a finan- 1eath—in fact he lived but a short time the farm, no mourning
In
North Brldgton, July β, Mra. Sarah Whit
means
While working, the wire was struck by viliian. Tet strength is by no
noon the pupils enjoyed a picnicι at cial success.
by this abandonment of uoy.
Miss Bessie Andrews is in Boston to lightning and he received a terrific shock sacrificed
Pleasant Pond. In the afternoon exerIn Bryant'· Pond, July ft, Matoria Day Billhe familiar stage expedients. For there ing·, aged 26 year·.
cises were held in the "choo room con- study music during the school vacation. from which he never rallied, although
In Lewi,ton, Olive H. Shaw, formerly of South
Mrs. Bishop, daughter of Rev. and was partially conscious and desir^ to are substituted characters that are real,
sisting of dialogues and recitations in
he "went our," as motives that are natural and a develop- Pari·.
terspersed by selections on the grapho- Mrs. Arthur Shirley, of Stratford, iee his mother before
it
Conn., with ber friend, is spending a lie said. Upon further inquiry it was ment of interest that holds because
phone, kindly furnished by Mrs.
For Sale.
Barrows. Among those present were few weeks in Bethel and is stopping at Tound that the injury occurred at nearly appeals by it* strong humanity.
When the famous rural drama is piethe same time she saw the Hash under
Mr. Quimby Rowe and daughter Mabel Prospect Hutel.
BY KKV. A. K. BALDWIN.
on
SatRev. F. B. Schoonover went to Boston the door. This occurred some 25 or 30 sented at Norway Opera House
of Mlnot, father and sister of the teacher.
2 chamber *etM, 1 roll top desk, dining
l» >b. to meet his wife and little daughter, years ago, also before "wireless" was urday, Aug. 24, it will be found to be
Oliver Robbio·, »bo
room set, 1 baby carriage, couch, M<>rri*
admirable
company,
Somebody says: "Ghosts! presented by an
Pratt case, is ill of appendicitis in a hos- who have been spending the past three heard of.
chair, 2 commun rockera, a practically
months in Rome, Italy. Mrs. Schoon- Ob, shoo! It's enough to make one every member of which has been select- new Underwood
Typewriter, and other
in very poor health. over was accompanied on her return have shivers. Lets talk about faebioos ed with spécial regard for his or her fitat the Conen- thing·) which can be found
ecen'c
The
for
role
ness
the
the
knd
an
who
played.
and
such
her
mother
bay
crop."
been
sister,
Mr. Heald has always
voyage by
20
one have a vironments of the drama is in perfect gregational parsonage.
cannot
Nonsense!
out
Rev.
Mr.
to
visit
him
have
to
Vermont
Why
we
miss
active man that
gone
seeing
Ravi, a son.
jjood, healthy interest in this life, and accord with its spirit and the entire enwith his te;tm.
For Sale.
Officials who were on a tour of inspec- yet have a fearless, inquiring mind for tertainment is natural and enjoyable.
Mr. Fred Farrar has been very ill wlt
One set light double harnea* in first
heart trouble. At this writing he is tion of the G. T. R., came to Bethel things immortal and eternal. Humanthan
class condition. One top'carriage buili
LONG LIVE THE KING!
said to be comfortable.
Thursday and enjoyed the beautiful ity was made to be something more
and all proof of imsuitable for amail
The Kemp Family (colored) 'r0™
scenery of Bethel, as Mr. E. C. Bowler an animal, and any
is the popular cry throughout European very low and light,
be
welcomed
at
least
would
by
Excellent conditown of Weld gavea concert followed by was on hand with his auto. Passenger mortality
countries: while in America, the cry of horso or large pony.
tion. One canopy top phaeton, very low
a dance here July ;>th.
Bçll was among the party, and all us.
agent
live
Dr.
the
is
King's
"Long
βΛ„*ι, seemed to
John, did you ever read the book, Newpresent day
and comfortable for aged people. Oood
Mr and Mrs. Ellis Doble of South
enjoy the courtesies shown.
Discovery, King of Throat and
"Life Beyond Death," by Bev. M. J.
Paris were the guests of
Remedies!" of which Mrs. Julia condit'ou. Address:
Lung
Buckfield.
P. O. Box 44, South Paria
Savage? If not, we recommend it. We Ryder Paine, Truro, Mass., says: "It 29
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Doble, last
Mrs. Alfred Shaw, one of tbe respect- think you would find in it congenial never fails to
W
immediate relief and
give
Wanted.
Mr Richmond Tuttle recently lost a ed ladies of our village, reached the thought and added testimony.
Mrs.
to quickly cure a cough or cold."
Mr. L. M. Pratt of Cambridge, Mass.,
her
earthly
valuable cow from some unknown cause. eightieth milestone in
Board by two adults and child, on
Paine's opinion is shared by a majority
in
town.
Mr. StincUtield of Auburn was
journey on the "Glorious Fourth," and is visiting friends and relatives
of the inhabitants of this country. New a farm on
high location in the town
Walter Emery and family of Portland
town Wednesday, July 3d, tuning pianos her family and friends improved the
Discovery cures weak lungs and sore of Paris, state lowest terms.
Ad
in
localthis
relatives
been
have
visiting
occasion to celebrate the day on her bethroats after all other remedies have
Robbins of Norway half. A company of thirteen gathered Ity.
and for coughs and colds it's the dress, Boarder, Democrat Office.
failed;
Miss Ethel M. Howe has again gone to
29-30
has come here to live with her son at her home on Morrill Street, among
only sure cure. Guaranteed by F. A.
whom was her sister, Mrs. H. A. Libby, Kennebunk Beach, where she will work Sburtleff & Co.,
E
50 cents and
Baldwin Applet and Jersey Cream
druggists.
HatUe Abbott, who is at work for of Brunswick. Mrs. Shaw was born in during the summer season.
You har$1.00. Trial bottle free.
Maiie thl· farmer a snug fortune.
A good hay orop is indicated, and wild
Brunswick, but has lived in Buckfield
Mrs. Sadie Marston, left
vest from your cow· twice dallv : dairy product·
M way» In demand at profltab'e price·. 150 acres,
Woodstock. There she intends to pick about thirty-four years. Her daughter, strawberries are very plentiful.
Portland it is believed is soon to have 300 barrel·apple· In year: wood, cuts 25 ton·
•H. G. Brown has a nice little bed of
Miss Jusie Shaw, is assistant in the post
berries for Mrs. Freeman Wyman.
th>s one to run be- hay, pasture for 25 cow·; good house and barn,
cultivated strawberries, from which will another electric road,
office.
Miss Myrtle Tuttle is preparing to g
running spring water. To settle
tween Portland and Lewiston and inter- aupplled by reduced
to $1700. w <rth $3000 If a
estate, price
West Paris Lodge, I. O. 0. F., visited he gathered at least 300 quarts. Some of
to a hospital at Lewiston to be operated
mediate towns. The company has been cent. A. C Hutchinson, I.lvermore Falls, Me
bear
varities
the
berries,
very
large
by invitation Buckfield Lodge Saturday
&
incorporated aa the Portland, Gray
Harry Crockett oi
evening. A fine banquet was served to many of which have measured from 4 to Lewiston Railroad Co., running through
FOR SALE.
field recently spent a few days with M r. the visiting lodge, after which the 5 1-2 inches in circumference.
the towns of Falmouth, Gray and New
McCormick mowing machine, 2-horse,
have
he
will
thinke
now
L.
F.
Mr
and
worked
Paris
Mr.
was
West
second
Wyman
Crockett's grandparents,
by
degree
Gloucester and thence to Auburn and Γι-foot cut, run one season and as good as
a good crop of raspberries.
Lodge.
new.
Ownward Rebekah Lodge will hold a Lewiston.
b» «tun,
The annual meeting of the Buckfield
E. M. MILLETT,
after- lawn party Thursday of this week, July
from Canton, where she has been
Literary Club was held
South Paris
»
A MEMORABLE DAY.
noon at tbe home of Mrs. C. M. Tilton. 18, at the house and lawn of Mr. and
One of the days we remember with
Garland of Portland occupied The following officers were elected to Mrs. David Emmons.' Ice cream and
TE» DOLLARS REWARD.
cake will be for sale and everyone is inas well as with profit to our
the pulpit in the Baptist church last serve the club the ensuing year:
Any person furnishing me with Information
vited to attend and enjoy a social time.
lead to the conviction of anybody,
ealth, is the one on which we became that will
Sunday and preached a very interesting PreMdent—Mre. Virginia A. Irish.
let Vice-President— Mm. Almlra H. Irish.
The friends and relatives of Miss Nellie acquainted with Dr. King's New Life young or old, of entering any school-house or
sermon on home mission worlt·
of
Emma J. Cole.
damaging
24
Vice-President—Mrs.
any school property In the town
Marshall are glad to note that she is at Pills, the painless purifiers that cure Pari», unlawfully,
The S Β R Club was entertained by
will be paid the above named
Secretary— Mre. C. M. Tilton.
home for a month's vacation. For about headache and biliousness, «and keep the •urn. All person* are hereliy warned accordingBl.b» Thursday . ter
Treasurer—Btre. Lucy A. Skill nge.
Executive Commttee-Mre. 8arah Morrill, a year she has been at Crow Creek Reser- bowels
ly. I have no objection to the use of tbe school
noon
right. 25 cents at F. A. Shurt- grounds
Phillips Brooks was the author Mre.
as play grounds but any one doing acClara Wlthlngton, Mre. Ada 8haw.
vation, South Dakota, where she has bad leff & Co.'s drug store.
This being the
studied.
cidental damage should report to me at once
Thursday afternoon the Buckfleld a good position in the hospital of a
that no harm nny come to them.
meeting, the following othcere were
Dated at South Paris this fifteenth day of July
Literary Club enjoyed a-box social and government school for Indians.
elected
Monmouth had a fire scare Wednesday A. D. 1907.
lawn party on the grounds of Mrs. Virgil
Mrs. Will Willis recently attended the
l'resMent—Helen Robertson.
of
AI.BRUT I». PARK,
section
when
business
the
afternoon
VIce-PretMeal—Hattle Howe.
Cole. A large number were present and Baptist quarterly meeting at East SumSuperintendent ot School-·.
the town was threatened by a fire which 29 3Λ
Secretory 8- >eetta
a good time reported.
ner.
tsieuee.
Tr-a»urer—Auianua
destroyed two small wood structures
Mr. Ramond Jordan, who recently set
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Mann are spendand four car loads of hay, causing a
Cake and lemonade were served at the
a candy and fruit store in Thoraes
a couple of weeks' vacation at Peak's
up
ing
a
total loes of $3000. At one time ten
close of the exercises and
pleasant
Block, has sold out and closed the busi- Island.
were burning, but the fire was
social hour was spent.
bnildings
of
Dorness.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Porter
hand
Dorchesof
a
of
aid
the
Bisbee
control
Alton
under
Mr and Mrs.
by
John Gerrish and Rozalvo Crockett chester, Mass., have been spending a few kept and
IN
tub
buckets until aid which was
ter, Mass.. are spending their vacation are
painting the old church on the hill days' vacation with their relatives on summoned from lewiston arrived by
with Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Bisbee.
now used as the town house.
Street.
They High
train.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Mason and sou
have several other contracts on hand for
Mr. Samuel Barry Locke has returned I special
Lyman of Boston, Mass., and Nettie their services and have been kept very home from Orono
is
now at camp at
and
A WONDERFUL HAPPENING.
Mason of Paris, were the"guests of Mr.
Concord Pond.
busy all tbe spring.
has witnessed one
Port Byron, Ν. Υ
and Mrs. Frank Young, Wednesday.
N.
Mrs.
A.
W.
C.
of
Mrs.
C.
Tucker
Mrs.
Charles
Colebrook,
Withington,
of the moet remarkable cases of healing
Mrs Thursa Crockett has gone to
Pottle and Miss Martha Warren of Π., visited her daughter, Mrs. S. T.
Mrs.
Amos F. King of that
ever recorded.
Brunswick to visit her daughter,
Westbrook took a carriage drive to White, last week.
"Buckien's Arnica Salve
M
says:
place
the
to
see
visitLewiston
were
recentlv
Mre. Ε. M. Emery
sights
Thursday
cured a sore on my leg with which I'had
Herbert Ryerson recently scratched
and to make some purchases.
ed by her brother, Mrs. A. B. Aldrich of
Buffered ovor 80 years. I am now 85."
his thumb on a piece of zinc which
Martha Warren of Haverhill, Mass.
Sallie
and
Misses
Guaranteed to cure all sores, by F. A.
caused his thumb to swell and become
Weetbrook are the guests of their grandMr. and Mrs. Keith Spofford of LewSburtleff & Co. 25 cents.
inflamed and very painful. He had it
Rev. A. W. Pottle and wife. iston are spending a couple of weeks vaparents,
lanced and hopes it will soon begin
It is expected they will remain till the cation here and are boarding
8 at J. R
An immense swarm of bees made their
first of August.
Tucker's.
appearance in Biddeford the other day
Bisbee of Auburn spent Sunwas
Falls
of
Rumford
her
Miss Petingill
Mrs. Alden Day, accompanied by
from nobody knows just where and finalday with his father, Sylvester Bisbee, the
guest of Mrs. I. W. Shaw this week. sister from Norway, and her daughter ly brought up un one of the trees on the
who is boarding at John Heald ».
R.
is
for
Allen
in
a
Peter
out
are
pine grove lawn of Sidney Staples' residence. There
Henry
clerking
Cora,
camping
Mrs. Rachel Parlin of 1 aris Hill is
B. Tyler, baker. Peter is a smart boy. near Oxford, during July and August.
must have been thousands of them in the
spending a few weeks with her daughR. C. Thomes went to Portland and
Levi Shedd in making quite ex- swarm and the limb of the tree where
Mr.
ter Mrs. D. D. Small.
Old Orchard Thursday.
tensive repairs and improvements in his they landed was black with them. The
Mr. and Mrs. Lester West and little
has bought out bis partner, buildings. He has painted and papered bees, with duo care, were captured at
R. B.
daughters, Margaret and Frances of Charles Tyler
his
is
now
and
several rooms inside, shingled the roof, night and put into a box, which has now
Holland,
running
Paris Hill, visited Mr. and Mrs. George
South Paris.
bakery alone. Mr. Tyler is giving ex- and graded the grounds.
been converted into a bee hive.
cellent satisfaction to his customers and
Mr. Charles Aldrich and Mrs. Mary
and Flossie Farrar
deserves a liberal patronage.
Stevens at Trap Corner are having their
went to Bath Saturday, where they parMr. Aldrich and
H. G. Urich and wife of Baltimore are buildings painted.
took of a shore dinner,
of Mrs. Urich's parents, T. L. Mr. Willard Cobb have been grading up
tbe
in the cool of the evening.
They very Luntguests
and wifo. Mr. Urich is spending around their buildings, much improving
much enjoyed their trip.
ν
most of bis time at the lakes.
their appearance.
Mm Hattie Young and V\m. Glover
Uiover
Rev. A. W. Pottle was in Waterville
P. J. Miles is having good patronage
and daughter, Theda, attended the circus
at his closing out sale.
Monday on business.
at Lewiston.
Miss Mary E. Dana is entertaining
bast
Bethel.
Mrs. Susan H. Edwards. Miss Dana
Bryant's Pond.
Mr. R. C. Clark joined hie family here has recently been visited by her niece
Prof. Wiske's family of Paterson, N.
aud brother from Portland.
J., accompanied by Mrs. Mary Gray aud the 4th for a short vacation.
Mrs. A. M. Bean is spending a short
sod, are stopping at their summer cotureenwoou.
vacation with relatives in BerliD, Ν. H.
tage here.
Not much news to report this week
Rev. Q. U. Skinn of Medford, Mass., Mrs. Fred Cole and family arrived from
and hardly time to write up what there
will preach at the Universalist church Washington, July 1st, and will spend
is.
July 21, at the usual hour, half past ten. their vacation at their home here.
Frank Bennett of Parie Hill came here
Miss Margaret Whidden closed a very
Ed Coffee, a Boston letter carrier, is
and profitable term of school recently, intending to go hornpouting
pleasant
Mr.
Dell
Cole's.
at
boarding
with another man the following evening,
Mrs. Eunice Buck of llyde Park, Mass., here recently. Teacher and pupils all
came up just in the nick of
very much enjoyed a walk and picnic in but a shower
is visiting at II. C. Bacon's.
time, and up went all their fun with it.
the woods the last day.
1. W. Swan, with hie wife and little
West Lovell.
girl, visited at .the Bennett place SaturOxford.
Geo. Abbott and wife of Conway, N.
day, returning home tu Locke's Mills
II., visited bis sister, Mrs. D. W. Irish,
Mr. Stewart of Richmond, a graduate
Sunday forenoon. In the afternoon the
several days the week of the Fourth.
of Bowdoin has been engaged as prin- writer attended a funeral at
Bryant's
Miss Gladys Morrell visited Helen
cipal of the high school.
Pond, the sad account of which will be
Armstrong last week.
Mrs. Laura Stevens of Portland, Degiven from another source.
Mrs. Joan McAllister spent last week
partment President of the State W. R.
Not first-class hay weather the first of
with relatives in Stoneham.
the T. A. Roberts Corps the
inspected
C.,
week, and those who commenced
D. E. McAllister lost a three-year-old
Saturday.
Monday got their bay caught in a
haying
steer the Fourth.
Mrs. Haywood and son Earl, of Massa- series of
showers, two of which ended in
Mrs. Z. McAllister has sweet corn
chusetts, are visiting relatives here.
rainbows, probably quite similar to the
over three feet high, tassled and ears
of
Downs
and
Bruce
Mrs.
daughters
one that Noah looked upon several years
formiug.
Portland are at their summer home.
ago.
has
her
house
to
a
Mrs.
Downs
Hebron.
opened
Thanks to Florence Bryant for a late
of summer students.
What might have been a very serioue party
copy of The Watchman. It contains
is
of
Ball
Miss
Farmington canvassing several interesting articles, to one of
accident occurred here last week. Two
for a health work.
which we intend to refer next week.
horses with Mr. Henry Bearce'e four
W.
T.
The
C.
U. met with Mrs. Frank
Ever since our remembrance, and
little children took fright at a motorof Mrs.
Keene
and
observed
the
birthday
cycle and got beyond control. Mr. Hunt. A social followed with music, probably ever since it occurred, the year
8S MARKET
1810 has been referred to as a record
Bearce was behind and in trying to overice cream, cake, etc.
coldto
the
continued
in
breaker
whitHtree
his
them
broke,
take
regard
MAINE
causing
PARIS.
The Advent Chapel has been painted ness. One late writer refers to it in tbis SOUTH
his horse to run. By the prompt exeron the outside.
tions of Mr. Ralph Whitney and his
way: The erratic weather this spring
Mrs. Record celebrated her eighty- has revived interest in accounts of the
brother Leon the horses were all stopfifth birthday Wednesday.
In old newspapers
cold season of 1810.
ped, but Mr. Bearce's wagon was overGussie Wardwell has returned from
turned, throwing him out, and bis horse her visit to Pittslleld. She was on the flies it is known as "the year without a
had
been nothing like
summer." There
fell on a pile of stones at the roadside,
train at the time of the accident on the it in the
memory of the oldest persons
cutting himself badly. Mr. Bearce and Maine
Central, but escaped with slight then living, and there has been nothing
the children escaped injury, but it was a
injury.
like it since. May, was a month of frosts
close call.
Merrill Storer, little son of Arthur and snow and ice formed an inch thick,
Mrs. J. C. Donham went to Auburn
a
well
backward
into
fell
'tis said. At least one man was" frozen
last week to see her father, Mr. Drew Storer,
at Merrill Brackett's, which was temto death in Vermont where snow fell to
Thompson.
for repairs.
Mr.
Brackett
porarily
open
the depth of 10 inches. There were three
Mr. and Mrs. Bridgham of Mechanic
at
once leaped in and Wilfred Perkins
Inches of snow in New York, and water
Falls are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
down on a ladder to the bottom of frozo in
went
Ε. M. Glover.
ponds on the Fourth of July as
the well. The water was nearly six feet far sofith as
Mr. II. L. Whitney arrived here TuesVirginia. Corn was killed.
deep and he could just keep his head August was no better and the succeedday from Boston.
above it, while searching for the child
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Glover are visiting months were cold. In the spring of
which he lifted with his feet until he 1817 seed corn was sold for $5 a bushel.
ing relatives here.
After
it
and
it
reach
could
carry
up.
Similar conditions were reported from
Mrs. II. M. Everett and Mr£ Robert
using artificial respiration and other Europe.
Hockaday and two little girls have gone means
conit
of
restoration,
regained
to Old Orchard for the Bummer.
Little Merrill is a very
sciousness.
A SUSTAINING DIET.
South Paris, Maine.
Dr. Crane is at Squirrel's Island, but
bright, active child, the pet of the famiThose are the enervating days, when,
comes here for Sunday at present.
It was a narrow escape from death. is
Miss Mary Thompson of Portland is at ly.
somebody has said, men drop by the
The T. A. Roberts W. R. C., with in- mnstroke as if the
Fred Sturtevant's.
Day of Fire had dawnvited guests, held a picnic at the grove ad.
They are fraught with danger to
House
on
ThursSchool
near
the
Webber
Dlckvale.
people whose systems are poorly suatainwhich was much enjoyed by all
Cuvier Putnam, who is at the Central day,
9d; and this leads us to say, in the interest of the lèse robust of our readers,
Maine General Hospital where be under- present.
that the full effect of Hood's Sarsaparilla
went an oporation for appendicitis, is
Denmark.
β such as to suggest the propriety of
getting along well. Bernard went there
this Thursday morning for the same
Mr. A. B. Ordway is making extensive :alling this medicine something besides
blood purifier and tonic,—say, α sustreatment.
alterations in his house.
aining diet. It makes it much easier to
H. O. Rowe and R. S. Tracy are hayMr. Fred Sanborn is having new winîear the heat, assures refreshing sleep,
dows in his house at the farm.
ing; others are hoeing.
Mrs. Sylvira Morrill is in poor health.
Mrs. Katie Sanborn has been at the ind will without any doubt avert much
Wool is selling low in comparison to islands, Portland harbor, for a few days, licknese at this time of year.
other things, only 26 cents is offered as
Some of the farmers have begun cutJohn Kay, a painter, was instantly
yet, and with discount slips from the ting their hay in this section.
on
is
the
decline.
butter factory, fanning
Mr. Ernest Ingalls was taken suddenly tilled while walking on the tracks near
Finest Location and
was
Fitch
Dr.
ill
;he Bridge Street crossing of the Maine
Friday morning.
East YVaterford.
FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 9, 1907.
called.
Central railroad at Augusta, Thursday,
a courte for you ami after graduMIou
Allow ut to
Miss Ida Bumpue, Mrs.
There was a large delegation from this 1 >y a shifting engine. He was about 40
Harry L.
place 70a in a poali
position. Out of
i>a«t year we could only
rhree Hundred and Twenty ca'ls for help the1 iiast
tupply 154.
only'tupply
Hutchins and daughter, Annie, of North place to Hiram Wednesday evening to rears old.
The 1907 Catalogue· are now ready. Send for one. Addreat
Fryeburg, have been the guests of Mrs. attend tbe Ladies' Circle of the CongreBLISS BUSINESS
28-36
C. H. Pride this week.
Her· la Belief for Women.
Lewiston, Mtine.
gational church, and report a fine time.
A party of seventeen invited guests
If you have pain· In the back, Urinary, Bladand
want
a
1er or Kidney trouble,
certain, pleasspent a pleasant evening at Charles Far·
Wilson'· Mills.
ant herb cure for woman's Ilia, try Mother
rington's Monday. Ice cream and cake
AaitrmlUa-LMf.
It la a aafe and
The logs from Upper Magalloway hav- Jray'a
Mrs. Farrlngton's sister,
were served.
lever-falling monthly regulator. At Dragglets
with her husband and two children, is ing been cut on Beaumantown, were ir by mall SO centa. Sample package KKKK.
sluiced through Aziscoos dam Lddrees, The Mother Oray Co., Le Roy, Ν. T.
her.
with
weeks
a
few
being
spending
Roland Mixer of Norway is spending a early Monday morning, July 1st.
Lemon, Chocolate and CaiUrd Pice
The only demonstration tbe Fourth in
vacation with his uncles, C. Π. and D.
It does not require an experienced cook to
this vicinity was a lawn party, wbloh
L. Pride.
"OUB-PIK." Just the
held at Dia- 1 sake gjod plea from
During the shower Monday afternoon, was pretty wellIcepatronized, strawberries
I am selling a black ard
proportions of all Ingredient· are In the
iroper
string net for 75 cents.
!
Farm.
mond
uae.
At grocer*,
cream,
for
Immediate
Hilton's
L.
>ackage ready
the fuse in G.
telephone
Close
Other colors, finer mesh for $1.00, $1.10 and $1.3$·
0 cents per package. Onler a few packages toThe
for
sale.
lemonade
and
and
cream
the
was
in
who
Mrs.
out
burned
Hilton,
All leather nets from
to $1.50.
woven nets from
to go towards the finishing of lay.
ehock.
a
proceeds
received
room,
slight
1
to
Have your horse fitted to one.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney S. Hall and chil- the hall of Aziscooa Grange.
A. Certain Core fer Aching Feet.
G. P. Wilson of Boston, a former
dren are making a short visit in BrldgAllen'· Foot-Baae, a powder; cure· Tired,
resident here, came np Friday to spend
ton this week.
*
Sample sent
i kching, Sweating, swollen feet.
Lulu Molntire, with a party of friends, his vacation among his native hill·.
'HIE. alao Sample of «Όοτ-Κα» Samitabt
Tbe extremely dry weather is now <
is spending the week at the M c In tire
<
ex
the extremely wet
wr·
samp at Pappoose Fond.
j lapemded by

Frank A. Robbins'
New and greatest all-feature shows will exhibit

epeclallet.

Gave

C*B. MÎsmSi,

Paris—Norway,

Orounds»5outh

Fair

at

Tuesday, July 23
A free

leaping the gap

at the show lot after the

parade.

retort-

pr°fi^e

agujed

PljÎhn ΪμΪΪ°Ιβ"

...

...

M^Dobe^

I

ani™r*aAraminta

SundayJor

°D£r aid1 Mr·?'

\ Host of Clowns That Cater to
Whose inimitable

people's

fads and

fall off their seats.

rhe Greatest
Most

Surprising

Nation

a

of

burlesque
popular games, prominent
fashions, fools and follies make people

Hippodrome Races
Beasts of

Many Species,

and curious antics to charm the children.
millennium. 2 performances—2 and S ι*,

A Grand Free Street

Parade,

of

History.

in cute, cunnii
An acting anim 1
Rain or shine
m.

ιο

a.

Dally.

m.

l-

"irTbSmW*

J

VlRevf.FlMrd

Hot Weather Clothes.

Tuesday

Eleasure,

"eml'ann^M

Oxfords

Men's

x

$1.50.
Everything

Patent Colt, Vici Kid,
Gun Metal, Valour and
Russet Calf, $4.00, 3.50,

Full Line of Bare Foot

Sandals for Children.

W. 0.

^Mrs.^Alma^Buck

Haying

.relur°'^vh""J®

Ν.

Dayton

Frothingham,

at

The Original Dust Absorber.

DUST

Ρ Ε R O L I Ν
I» a chemically prepared Dustless Sweeping Powder,
that Absorbs the Dust—Cleans the Floors—Brighten·,
the Carpets—Kills the Gernis—Purities the Air—Reduces Work and Worry. It is absolutely non combustible. The demand for it by Dry Goods, Department
Stores, Clothing, Shre, Men's Furnishings, Jewtlry,
Furniture, and other stores and manufactories is in-

corrigated solid steel
scythe, fully warranted, $1.00.

ceasing daily.

For Sale

our

"Trimmed Hats" at

greatly reduced prices.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

Strongest Faculty, Largest Attendance,

Equipment.

arrange

COLLEGE,

J

j

IT PAYS
TO USE A FLY NET ON

YOUR HORSE.

yellow

$1.75.

I AM ES Ν.

65c.

$1.50

FAVOR, K8fc&FWCKM

By

J. P. Richardson,
Κ.

A.

SQUARE,

At

Everybody's Enemy.
Destroys Everything.

Means Dirt
Disease, Death

The

LOOK

Clothier,

PEROLI Ν

prices.

N. Dayton Bolster à Go.,

men

\

lowest

The celebrated India steel
scythe, 75c., are our leaders.

wearables for

Norway, Maine,

Scythes, Rakes, Snaths, Drag

Rakes and Forks

summer

One Price

Tools

Bolster & Co«?s.

in

H. B. FOSTER,

3.00,2.50,2.25,2.00.

Clinton

hot days. A large
cassimers in many
Coats made without linings and
shades.
with haircloth front and padded shoulders
givine them permanent shape. The trousers are made with belt loops and cuffs at
bottom. All grades from $5 to $10. Outing
White duck
trousers from $2 to $3.50.
White and fancy vests in
trousers for $t.
White duck
washable fabrics $1.50 to $3.
hats 25c. A full Ifne of straw hats 25c. to

Thin outing suits for the
showing of worsteds and

Nil U HT LE Κ F

F.

CO.

*

TOILET

Α.

ΝΗΓΚΤΙ.ΚΚΚ

A.

CO.

ARTICLES.

For Warm Weattior.
At

store» you will find the many articles th t help to make μίι
comfortable these hot days.
TALCUM POWDERS—All the leading makes.
BY-LO is one of the best, 25c.
COMPLEXION CREAMS—All kinds.
TOILET WATERS—Foreign and American makes, all tlu·

our

more

•tandard and novel odors.

BRUSHES, COMBS, SOAPS, MANICURE GOODS,
and, in fact, everything for toilet purposes you will find
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
3 Stores,

J

wbw μμλ

[ Maine.

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.
P.

A.

enURTIiEKF

A

CO.

F.

A.

eHFRTLEFF A

CO.

aaaaaaaaaaaaaiaaiaaaaiaaaaaQaaaaaaqaaaaaaaaqaae**^*

COMFORT SHOES.

1Ve make a specialty of comfort shoes for both
See following list :
louse and street wear.
Women'· welt lace boots, plain toe,..
Women's turn lace boots, plain toe,
Women's turn lace boots, cap toe,

boots, plain
McKay
Juliet welt boot·, plain toe,
Women'· Juliet turn boots, patent tip,...
Women's Juliet turn boots, plain toe,
Women's

sewed lace

Women'·

Women's Oxfords turn, cap toe,
Women's Oxfords turn, plain toe,
Women's Slippers turn, plain toe,

The above lines

are

$2.50
2.00
200

toe, 1.50
2.00
....

1.50
1.35
'-5°

1-5°
1.25

the most comfortable footwear made

We carry a full line, all sizes 3 to 8,
and see them.

Ε

and EE width.

to-day.
Call

["he Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera House Block, Norway, Maine.

r.

I
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Mr. and Μη. Krneet Herrlck went t d
Mr·. C. E. McArdle is
■ Portland
Sunday.
week in Portland.

^UTHJPABIS.

Work on the atate rond will be
Vernon Curtia of
potl ι·
poned until Aaguat.
home over Sunday.

OewUour.:

OILAND TBI'S* aAlLWAT.
Cooimeneliut June 16,1907.
tkaîns lkavk south pa*i·
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Marshall A. Baldwin has been
visiting I
his grandparents this week at West Paris

lAy
office are undei
The eteps at the poet
rei aire.
Bean is at her cottage

yr, c. J.

Poland campground.

a

J£ii."'*<*"
pjie

ι.η,,

-»

«ere

Miss Blanche Barrows, who has beei
visiting in Dover, Ν. H., has returne<
home.

town

The evening services in the sever» 1
churches have been changed to half pasi

1

seven.

liisbee of Ruiuford Falls wa^
■.-aria the first of last week on a
business 'rip.
Record of Marlboro
.tus
ν

iiiived

Mass

home

Tuesday

for

a

;J

ν

w*a

,rv

;

...·

J. Tolls bf Brockton, Mass.
of her brother, George M,

Gilw. Uvst week.
ie Clifford, who is workinp
v
Locke's Mills, was al
home

Sunday.

over

m

Vr

Park and wife of Bethe
1
were in town last week as the guests υ
S. l'orter Stearns.

Lunt of I.ewiston visited
Mrs. Harold T. Briggs, a

C.

Carl Briggo, with a party of friendi 1
started on a fishing trip up the Megalloway River last Thursday.

few

month*' «ι·'>'·
ι Little atten led the funeral
R.
i kiiun R. Billings at Bryant's
pond. July ~lh·
.ι„

Ellery

'apen

Bliss Vida Jenne, who is in the hospita
Lewiston, is reported as improving ic
I health, aud is expected home soon.
at

Edwin Stearns, a former resident ol
this town, now residing in Bethel, spenl
a few days last week visiting relativet
here.

Sunday.

friends of

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stone and tw<
sons, Burnham and Willie, of Denver
:
Col., spent Sunday with Mr. Stone'i
mother, Mrs. Mariam Stone.

Mr. Huratio Bumpus, superintendent
of the Massachusetts State Prison al
Chariest own, called on friends in town

Myron W. Maxim and Melvin Church» ι
made a trip to the Wild River rigion th<
last of the week after trout. They repon ;
a good catch and a fine time.

Thursday.
I Mr. Harry T. Jordan, who has been
Mrs. F. P. Chandler and two daughters
P. Stearns of Paris Hill visiting his mother, Mrs. Angie W.
h
M.
I
Hilda and Marjorie, visited Mrs. Chand
d days with relative» in this Bolster, returned to his home in Philaler'e parents at Bethel Saturday and Sun
past week.
village
delphia, Friday.
day. Mr. Chandler joined them Sunday
the
well
of
.fin
Lewiston,
Mrs. Samuel Plummer and daughter,
I ν
William Culbert was visited over Sunwas
in
town Miss
mobile
man,
been
the
of
have
Sweden,
kB,
Mary,
day by his sister, Miss Agnes Culbert,
guests of Mrs. Plummer's son, J. F.
jhui : i> with a machine.
accompanied by Misa Annie Thornton
this week.
c. W. Bowker, Adney R. Plummer,
,1
and Miss Annie Shirley, all of Lewiston.
Walter L. Gray, Esq., went to
Mrs. Mertie Maxim Sprague of Chicago
TlltH
Committees were appointed Sunday
will return West next Wednesday. She
Thursday on town business.
Runl,
from tbe different Sunday Schools to
is to join her husband in Wisconsin,
who
have
M rse and family,
make arrangements for a union picnic.
where he has a camp.
at A. E. Morse's, returned
Bryant's Pond seem» to be tbe ideal
in
home
,eir
The Epworth League of the Methodist place this year. All are invited.
Minneapolis.
Frilly
church held a food sale at the church
W. Walker and Mrs. A. D.
D. D. G. C. Walter L. Gray, Frank A.
îlrs
from which they
the latter part of last week Saturday afternoon,
P^rk
Tavlor, G. P., and L. L. Powers, G. M.,
a good profit.
realized
of Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, K. of P., went
it the ! k s cottage at Old Orchard.
A party who went to Concord Pond to Brvant's Pond Saturday evening to inΓ ni versai ist Sunday School
Xt
this week includes Miss Julia Morton, stall officers in Fraternal Lodge, No. 118,
,kt l'enley's Grove last Wedpicii:
Miss Hattie Hooper, Miss Thompson Κ of P.
They made the trip in S. S.
usual good time wa» enjoyed.
recently.

tew day*

Λ

s·»

nwJay.

s

s

i-Mi's

La

»

Har : 1 Hebbard of Lynn, Mass., is at
J. H. Stuart has been employed by
He Walter H.
e here for a week's visit.
his h·
Sawyer of the Union Water
in
store
a
in
ie position
h.idrug
Power Company, Lewiston, to do survey
of
also
.ι
B.
Mrs. S.
e.
that ι
Hebbard,
work at. Livermore Falls and Chisholm
for this corporation.
Lyi:'. is with Mr. Hebbard.

M. Tucker, formerly of Paris,
Miss Edith Maxwell and Mrs. C. A.
i,
.vu this week to see his mother,
Frost, who have been visiting their sisMr. Tucker is ter. Mrs. D. M. Stewart, have returned
wh
in poor health.
now
charge of a large Jersey farm at to their respective homes in Wales, and
I
s-otinn
in »h« northern nart of
South Framingham, Mass.
Xew 'ι irk state.
Gerald Clifford, D. D. S., son of Mrs.
V
Laura Dean.of Back Held, with a H. A. Clifford, arrived Thursday to
fra :
1 nurse, was a guest at Frank A. work in the office «»f Dr. H. P. Jones at
Ta>;"r'» laat week. Friends of Mi*s Norway. Mr. Clifford received bis deUean will be glad to learn that she is so gree from Tufts Dental College this
far recovered from her recent illness as summer, graduating with high honors.
to be about again.
J. II. Bean has started to build an exl!y a new law passed recently the tension on to his piazza to widen it.
a
no
is
longer
Mr. Beau has made numerous improve»pe al delivery stamp
A ten-cent stamp or five ments on bis place this summer, among
neo ssity.
tw s placed side of the regular postage them being a new cement walk and new
*
insure immediate delivery provided
grading about the grounds.
the words "Special Delivery" are writThe body of Miss Olive H. Shaw, a
ten on the envelope.
former resident of I'aris, was brought
The resorvoir which the Norway Wa- here for burial from Lewiston Wednesiu
ter <
rapany is contemplating putting
day afternoon. Miss Shaw was eighty
ii 'he hill back of Walter Swett's is to
years of age, and lived at Paris wheu
conwill
be
hold a mill'on gallons and
she was youug. The body was buried at
nect 1 with the system by an eight inch Riverside Cemetery.
en"if."
The
pipe, i his is of course,
A. J. Penley sold his fancy matched
gineer who has been doing the surveying
of Robinson D. mares last week to
<i. K. Lewis, assisted by Walter L. pair
William B. Russell of Leeds, formerly of
Gray.
this village. Mr.
Penley raised and
In the ritlle team which will represent broke this team and as they are very
WakeMaine in the interstate match at
stylish and nice drivers, they attracted
field. Muse., on July 22d to 27th, Co. D much attention from horse fanciers.
have
will
of \«>rway (and South Paris)
Misa Bessie Haggett, daughter of Mr.
mi
men.
They are C»pt. J. Waldo
Nasi »ηΊ Sergt. Moses P. Stiles of Nor- and Mr*. Ε. H. Haggett, who is working
House this sumway and Sergt. W. P. Marston, Corp. at the Poland Spring
Sanger S. Maxim, Second Lieut. Lyman mer, met with a serious accident last
In attempting to open a bottle
li i>a iirbraty, and Corporal Theodore Sunday.
of Poland water she broke the bottle
M J witchell of South Paris.
and cut the main artery io her wrist so
Thursday evening the home of A. W. that seven stitches were required to
Walker was the scene of a dinnerparty close it. After the wound was sewed up
tT'ven in honor of Mrs. J. P. Sprague aud it burst
again making necessary further
Mm.
Nathan Chase. The hostesses
She is coutlned to the bed.
operation.
and
Walker
were Misses Eva and Alta
Mrs. Haggett went Friday to Poland
the iitifsts present were, besides Mrs.
Spring to care for her.
Sprague and Mrs. Chase, Miss Florence
Jowett, Miss Sue Porter, Miss Grace
One of the pleasantest social affairs of
Miss Iva the summer was given Friday evening,
nenne't, Mrs. Dr. Stewart,
rt

·.

McArdle and Miss Sue Wheeler.

Maxim holds the
for fast time betweeu here and
And ever. Last week he carried Scott
and
.\Lirston and Murray Bigelow to
And ο ver for a fishing trip. Thursday
ue wen: after them and on the trip back
*ith four passengers in the Orient delivery wagon, made the trip of approximately forty miles in just two hours aud
fitty-tive minutes, including all stops for
teams, etc.
"

record

'ubtedly Sanger

parsonage Saturday
norning, occured the marriage of L.
r.I.-worth Thayer of Paria Hill, and Misa
s
a Curtis, youngest daughter of the
ate Oliver G. Curtis of South Paris. Mr.
I bayer is a
prosperous young farmer,
living east of Paris Hill. The bride has
fi>r several years been a teacher in
be I'ari.s schools, and is one of South
At the

Metfcodist

arts most

popular young people. They
groom's

make their home at the
farm on Paris Hill.
■

have

The largest crop of apples
η id,"
say aj) the farmers and apple
this vicinity when asked
ο at the
prospects are for fruit this fall.
ltl<s μ the verdict of the country in
and especially New England,
Γ' ni
every part of this section of the
country comes the report that the appU
'r ■;
going to be a big one. Alonp
1 h this we shall need some barrels anc
Here is a good opening for somebody U
R'1 to making barrels in this town, foi
'ere is sure to be a shortage unless:
actory in opened here before long.
we

<per

Mealurs

general

ments were

pleasant occasion was the
birthday party given in honor of Mrs.
Rodney Hall at the home of Ueorge A.
Briggs, Tuesday evening. The occasion
wa.·» in the nature of a strawberry party
A

i!fkUlne.

Trovato0n
oo th
!" Progreaaiag finely
./V»rk
r«et
railway company's new powe
H

tjon

at

privilege. Th
engaged in blaatini

the True Mill

workmen are now
ut the
ledge where the wheel is to h
?''t. and for this purpose a steam dril
as
been ordered. Already the com
pany have a lerrick and donkey engin
1
°P«r»tion, and a pump is kept work
« ~"
t'me to keep the water out c
• hole
where the men are drilling
e new water wheel and dyuamo ar
already on hand to be put in when neec
wheel will go about eight tet

Li.

i*

--MME10,,βWM,

thtteglvin

very

the supper was in every sense of the
word a strawberry supper. Strawberries
in all shades, sizes and shapes were
served in every conceivable form and
compound. There was everything from
just plain, common, everyday strawberry, to etrawberries on the half shell,
and
everything between including,
strawberry preserves, strawberry cake,
short cake, and music flavored with
strawberries. It was without a doubt a

as

good

time.

New officers and committees for the
Christian
year at the Congregational
Endeavor were recently installed by the
pastor and are as follows:
President—Sue M. Wheeler.
Vice-President—Annie M. Jenne
Rrcordtng Secretary—Helen M. Harm*.
Corresponding Secretary—Nel'le M. Jackson
Treasurer—Herbert Perkins.
Organist— Mr·. T. S. Barnes.
Jr.

Superintendent— Mrs.

T. S. Barnes

Lookout Committee—Eva Walker, Sue Rounds
Battle Barnes, Annie Jennç, Wallace Clifford.
Coif. Man
Prayer Meeting Committee—Boy
Shurtlvff, Margaret Wilbur, Eva Swett, Vldi

ηη*

Pro?rarnmes of the Euterpeai
tub f(.r the season 15)07 8 are now ii
• e hands of
the printer. It has beei
1,1 "le-l that the club will hold but on<
Meeting each month, instead of two, a.·
aet year, and the
programmes will b<
onifer and more elaborate. The plai
or this next season's work is to stud'
ue operas,
taking one opera for eaci
Meeting and illustrating it in every wa<
The first meeting will be hel<
0f Mr8· Βγ'8Κ». Monday
Ocr
at
ρ· M·♦ an(* 'he opera to h
>
»
occasion is Verdi's I

served.

Jenne.

Social Committee—Ruby Clark. Helen Barner
Jenne, Rose Clark, Ruth Boater.
Missionary Committee—Blan h Barrows, Gert
Far
rude Ureen, Nellie Jackeon, Mae Field, Uuy
Haule

rar.

Flower

Committee—Annie Muzzy, Bessie Hag

Bennett, Ruth Blood.
gett, Cora Wight, Ethel
Rounds.
Information—Sue

At a meeting cf the trustees of the Ox

Munroe, c.
Sanderson, ρ
Wilson, s.s
N. Brown, 2 b
Manning, 1-b
Knight, r.f.
W. Brown. l.f.
C. Brown, 3-b
A. Manning. c.f

A.B. Β. B.H. P.O. Α.
4
2
7
5
0
1
1
2
1
3
1122
5
13
8
0
β
0
8
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
4
0
1
0
0
4
112
2
4
0
3
0
0
3

X
1

<

i

We have

PLEDGE.

Shirts.

Have You Seen Our Comfort Shirts?
Shirts made of the

and traffic in the same."

FORMER

RESPECTED

CITIZEN OF

Some by just
Prices, Mohair $2.
on.

PARIS

DIES SUDDENLY.

Hosea Bonney, who was for thirtysix years a most respected citizen of
Paris, and later of Norway, died suddenly Wednesday, at Buckfield, from heart
failure. Mr. Bonney went a few days
ago to Henry Whitman's to help in baying. Wednesday morning be went into
the field to work, apparently as well as
usual, but died suddenly a short time
after.
Until a few days ago Mr. and Mrs.
Bonney bad for some time been making
their home with their daughter, Mrs.
Charles Merrill, who lives in Norway.
Mr. Bonney was 70 years old, March 5,
He was born in
of the present year.
Sumner in 1837, and was tbe last surviving member of a family of nine children,
living to be the oldest except one. He
has been a member of the Methodist
church for about fifty years.
Πβ is survived by a wife, who was
Susan Brigge before her marriage, and
six cbildreu, Walter L. of South Paris;
Emery of Haverhill, Mass.; Melroy of
the government agreed, so every
Caribou, Me.; Mrs. Charles Merrill of
in
his
anâ
roan
|o0
every
pays
liquor
Norway; Wilson of Plaistow, Ν. H.; and
year the policeman comes up and get* Elmer of
Norway. The remains were
that $T>0 and 60 pounds on top of it and
brought to Norway, Wednesday afterthe tax payers have to study a very noon. Interment at Pine Grove
Cemetery
simple little lesson in profit and loss.
Friday afternoon.
S
ι think we have acted on the plan of
the two men who were boasting about
The Tribunal of Nation*.
their respective parts of your great conThe big railroad aggregation of all
We
to
said
the
and
one
other,
tinent,
new great feature shows, announced to
are going ahead up North, we ve just Inits city of tents in South Parisvented a new kind of a sausage machine pitch
Norway on Tuesday, July 23d, promises,
yon drive the pigs in one end and they in its "Tribunal of Nations," to introTha
come out sausage the other.
duce a pageant novelty of notable, hisain't nothin'," said the other with a
toric and spectacular splendor and inscornful sniff, "we have a far better
terest. On a number of great ornate
machine than that down South; you just
drawn by sextuple blue ribbon
drive the pigs in at one end and they floats,
teams of splendid thoroughbreds, are
out sausages thp other, and then
introduced representations of the most
you have too many sausages you just refamous conquerors and kings of ancient
verse the machine and they come back
and modern times, each living substitute in form, feature and costume being
we have some wonderful
In
a wonderfully accurate douinventions, and the most wonderful is respectivelyor her
of his
prototype. For examcalled "The licensing aw of our Chris- ble
we may look upon Frederick tbe
tian land." We send the bright boys and ple,
Great of Prussia, just as be is immorthe strong men in one end, and some ot
talized in bronze in tbe statue of him
them come out drunkards the °ther·
to our country by his royal
Then we reverse the machine, and when presented
the Emperor of Germany,
we have too many drunkards we put descendant,
unveiled on the esplanade
them in to jail to try to turn them back and recently
new war college at Washington.
the
of
i
to noble citizens again, and we are a
We may see, too, the counterpart of Nalearning that neither your Yankee sau-.
as he appeared on the field of
poleon
licensAustralian
nor
our
machine
sage
Austerlitz, or scaling with his army the
laws can work the reverse way.
of the Alps, of Ca'Sar,
Our jails, reformatories, asylums, dreadful passes
Rome's great dictator and Conqueror of
hospitals and other public
the then known world, of tbe Emperor
are monuments of sin, sorrow and sufferof Austria, the Kings of Sweden, Spain,
ing, and are mainly required because of
of Wilhelmina, the beloved
the pitiloss drink demon in our land. and Italy,
of the Netherlands, and of
We have watched with intense interes voung Queen
in armor or royal robes.
others,
arrayed
of
and
the growing prosperity
popularity
Such a living portrait gallery aa this
Maine for 50 years, and encouraged by
must be well worth seeing, in
your evident success, we are bravely try- surely
with the wild beasts, arenic
ing to crush liquordom out of existence connection
attractions of which
\our and hippodramatlc
in Australia and New Zealand.
feaof it forms a brilliantly conspicuous
state has had the proudest
It has been the ture.
any part of the world.
battle ground of the most glorious
TI1E CHARMING WOMAN
form the civilized nations have ever en- is not
necessarily one of perfect form
I
want
to
as
an
Australian
and
gaged in;
and features. Many a plain woman who
thank you in the name of tempted could never serve as an artlat's,model,
struggling humanity, in the narne of the possesses those rare qualities that all tbe
world's greatest reformers, in the name world admires: neatness, clear eyes,
of our own heroic lighters, in the name clean smooth skin and that sprlghtliness
of Him "who is not willing that any of
step and^iction that accompany good
should perish," for all you havo done, health. A
physically weak woman is
and beg you to stand true to your mag- never
attractive, not even to herself.
flash
nificent principles and continue to
Electric Bitters restore weak women,
the light around the world.
give strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth,
Bessie Haurison Lee,
velvety skin, beautiful complexion.
Melbourne, Australia. Guaranteed at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s.
World's White Ribbon Missionary.
50 cents.

and Furnish-

Outing Suits and Trousers, Belt»·
Hosiery, Underwear, Washable Ties,

hereby solemnly promise, God helping me, to abstain from all distilled,
fermented and malt liquors, including
wine, beer and cider, and to employ all
proper means to discourage the use of

Gothenburg

assortment of

good

ings Suitable for Vacationing.

"I

Hosea Bonney Dead.

a

Clothing

Straw,

lightest

turning

tans, with collars
a linen collar.

material in whites and

the collar inside you

can

attach

Other kinds, 50c., $1, $1.50.

Duokf

and Crash Bate.

F. H. NOYES CO.

I ^Failure

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

I
I

I

J

1

For

I

NUËWAï.

The Heywood Club dedicated theii
hall on Crockett Ridge Wednesday
evening. Supper was served for nearly
new

j
J

I

OF THE STATE OF MAINE.

I

NORWAY

5;

SOUTH PARIS

Jear ^®

3.

South Paris was defeated for the second
time in the Oxford County league by Norway at the fair grounds Saturday afternoon in a red hot game by the above
The game was a great battle
score.
from start to finish, and for the first
: seven
innings, Paris gave Norway a bad
jecare, and led up to that time. During
! this time, with defeat etaring them in
the face, the Norway rooters kicked like
a lot of school boys, but as soon as Norway took the lead, everything was lovely
and not a kick was made. It is impossible for aay fair umpire to give satisfaction to the Norway gang who occupy
the sideline near first base, when an opposing team is in the lead, for they are
not. willing to take their share of close
decisions but want to be favored on them
all. Record has given excellent satisfaction with the Norway supporters in
previous games, which they have easily
won, but as soon as they see a chance of
defeat, they begin to roast the umpire.
It was again necessary to change the
make up of the Paris team. Titcomb,
who' has been playing a fine game at
second, was ill and Parlin took his place,
having had no practice on second he
mado three very costly errors. Rawson,
a high school man, was used at short and
played a nice game, he accepted four out
of five chances, his only mistake being a
low throw to first.
Rich and Cole were the opposing pitchers and the former had a little the best
of it; he held Paris to three scattered
hits, but like Cole, suffered by poor support at critical times. Cole held Norway to three hits in the first six innings
but the work of the Paris team in the
fcixth inning was enough to discourage
any pitcher, and in the seventh inning
Norway succeeded in bunching four hits.
Neither team was abie to score until
the third inning; in this inning, Rich hit
Rawson, the first man up; Shaw singled
and Ilayes let the ball get by him, Rawson
scoring and Shaw reaching third. Cole
hit to Pike who caught Shaw between
third and home and he ran up and down
the third base line until Cole had nearly
reached third, when Perkins threw the
ball over Price's head and both men
scored. Paris only got as far as second
after this inning.
Norway could not score until the sixth
inning. Libby, the first man was safe on
Parlin'» error; Ilayes was out trying to
bunt on the third strike; Gammon hit to
Cole and Libby was out at third; Jordan
got a pass to first; Pike hit to Rawson
Don't Try rncertaln Rcclpes
and was safe on his poor throw, Gamwhy don't i dkink ?
with
It te entirely unnecessary to experiment
mon scoring; Anderson sent out a fiy to
found out it was an Impossibility thlp. that and the other recipe. Get from your
"I
of "OuRIIK
a
Spring who dropped the ball, Jordan to drink
for
10cents,
package
irrocer,
moderately."
Chocolate or Custard—for
scoring. Perkins was out Parlin to Ilebreparation— Lemon,
"When a man can say, Ί never drink,' making
pies that are sure to be good.
bard.
In the seventh, Norway won the game
on a triple, a double, two single and
Clark's error, all of which gave them
three runs. The score:

I

I

I

I

loome

IP1 Australia
1
I

I

I

I

I

ing

institutes

I

I

S. RICHARDS, South Paris.
Optical Specialist

privée

BARGAINS.

NORWAY.
Price, 3-b
Llbby, l.f
Haye*, c.f
Gammon, l b
Jordar, 2-b
Pike, h .β
Anderson, r.f
Perkins, c..
Rich, ρ

A 11.
4
4
3
4
3
4
4
4
4

Totale,

35

Ε.
Κ. 11,11. Γ.Ο. Λ.
(>
0
1
1
S
ο
η
0
0
0
1
1110
1
10
0
2
1
1
113
3
0
1110
«
0
1
1
2
0
1
0
8
1
0
0
2
0
1
5

7

Clark, c
Raweon,

No

housekeeper can have too much.
a quality that can be guaranteed

from and

β.ι

•Price out, cutting first
to bunt on third strike.
Score
1 2

Norway,
South I'arle,

3

31

0
0

0

3

*22

9

$24.00, 25.00,

8

3

4

5

6

7

8

it-Total.

0

ο

0

2

3

ο

χ—

DAMASK, of buff cotton, fast color, 58 in. wide,
DAMASK, of red and white, fast color, «50 in. wide,

The skirts alone

5

Earned runp, Norway 2. Two-base-hlts, Shaw,
Lowell, Jordan. Tliree-base-hlt, Price. First
Struck out,
base on ball·, off Rich 2, off Cole i.
by Rich 7, by Cole 7. Left on basen, Norway 6,
South Paris 4. Doable play, Lowell to Hebbard.
Krtst base on errors, South Paris 2, Norway 5.
Hit bv pitched ball, by Rich 1, by Cole 1. Um-

Norway

SOUTH PARIS,
Waterford
West Parle,

5
5
4
4

5
2
1
1

0
3
3
3

AVK.

$8

1000
400
250
250

$10.00,

for

$5.00, 6.00, 6.75

Also

a

FANCY DAMASK TOWELS,

75c.

$2.75

;

$3.75

now

now

$3.75

;

$1.98.

$1.00

now

75c.

$4.00

;

$3.50 now $1.75 ; $3.50 now $3.50 ;
$3.00 ; $5.00 now $3.75.

now

Children's Dresses

are

all marked low to close.

We still have a few of the Lace Hose in the lot marked
at low prices to close.
Sincerely Yours,

I

15c

....

....

25c
37 l-2c

50c., 75c., *1.00, «1.37
10c.

12 l-2c
7 l-2c
12 l-2c
5c
12 l-2c
25c

IVorway, Maine.

Ό

Union Underwear
right idea.

see

them.

Freedom of Action.

j

A SMOOTH, ELASTIC, GARMENT FROM NECK
TO ANKLE; NO SHIRT TO ROLL UP IN THE
TO DRAG DOWN
DRAWERS
NOR
BACK
AROUND THE HIPS. PERFECT COMFORT. CONVENIENCE AND FREEDOM OF ACTION.

Prices $1 and $1.50.
J.

F. PLUMMER, SSS&r,
31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106*3.

$3.00 ; $3.50 now $2.50 ;
$4.00 now $3.00.

COTTON SUITS

Every Home.

.12 l-2c

THOMAS SMILEY,

ton Waists.

now

-»c
50c

HUCK TOWELS, 10x32, hemstitched
HUCK TOWELS, 20x30, hemstitched
TURKISH TOWELS, 12x27, bleached
TURKISn TOWELS, 1Sx34 bleached
TURKISH TOWELS, unbleached
TURKISH TOWELS, 19x40, unbleached,
TURKISH TOWELS, 23x48, bleached and unbleached

$4.98

Our entire stock of Silk and Cot9SC.

.....

COMFORM TO EVERY CURVE OF THE BODY
PERHAPS
AND FIT JUST LIKE YOUR SKIN.
YOU WOULD LIKE TO LOOK WITHOUT BUYING? YOU MAY IF YOU CARE.

11.00, 12.00, 12.50, 14.00

small lot, your choice for

select

Union Suits

00, 9.00

Now

Vivian Bearce, the well-known ball
player, is at present playing first base for
Lewiston in the state league, and is having a lot of good things said about him
in the Lewiston papers. If Bearce cannot play first base, or about any other
position on the team, to the satisfaction
of the Lewiston management, we know
of no one who can, as he is recognized as
one of the best all-round ball players in
this county. As a catcher, he deserves
no small amount of credit for making
Adams, Oxford's colored twirler, the
fine pitcher that be is to-day.

Safeguard

prices.

Now $3.98

Next Saturday South Paris will meet
West Paris for the first time, the game
to be played at West Paris.

A

DAMASK TOWELS, 15*31, plain and red border,
DAMASK TOWELS, 17x32, hemstitched
DAMASK TOWELS, 21x38, fringe and plain.
DAMASK TOWELS, 23x40, extra good quality,

Now $1.98

LKAUUK STANDING.
L.

at these

to

TOWELS AHE NOT A LUXURY HUT A NECESSITY.

Gome and

COATS
THAT HAVE BEEN

pire, Record. 8corer, Thayer.

W.

cheap

are

large line

TOWELS

30.00

Now $9.98

08000000-3

O.

23.00, 23 00

Now $7.98

base; Hayes out, trying

by innings.

20.C0,

a

We are
selling "Union Suits" and
people who want Comfort
and Fit are purching them.

Now $5.98

$19.00,

We have

in every way.

33c
.....
DAMASK, union, bleached, 58 in. wide,
50c
DAMASK, pure linen, unbleached, many patterns, 02 in. wide,
5<>o
1)4
in.
wide,
DAMASK, pure linen, dainty designs,
09c
DAMASK, pure linen, pretty patterns, 00 in. wide,
7">c
....
in.
<>4
wide,
unbleached,
DAMASK, pure linen,
DAMASK, pure linen, tlur-de-lis pattern, 72 in. wide, ST l-2c., napkins to match
$1.00, napkins to match
DAMASK, pure heavy linen,
SI 25, $1 37 1-2, *1.50, napkins to match
DAMASK, of extra tine linon,
for 87 l-2c. to #4.00
....
NAPKIN'S, pretty patterns,

The

12.00

'5·οο, 17.00, iS.oo, 18 50

$'3·5°»

K.

A.

0
12
10
110
10
0
1
0
9
0
10
0
13
0
ο
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
3
2
0
0
0
1
0
6
1
0
0
1
0
4
1

4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2

ToUla,

i

H. 11.11. P.O.

A Β.

10.00,

Now $3.98

SOUTH l'A RIS.
Shaw, l.f
Cole, p..............
Hebbard, 1-b
Lowell, 3 b
Wheeler, r.f
Spring, cf
l'ai Un, 2-b

$9.98,

THAT HAVE BEEN

4

8

27

SUITS

1890.

since

Table Damask.

I

Even the healthiest people are always
Julj
ford County Agricultnral Society
1
three hundred. The supper and enter- subject to sudden attacks of sickness,
col
new
to
two
add
6th, it was voted
tainment were followed by a dance. The Often the disorder assumes grave eymp*
»
races to the list of races at the fair thii
tome before medical help can be sum'
programme was:
(
three
will
one
for
be
ra&ee
new
The
fall.
Music— Quartet te.
moned, and much suffering can be avert
with a purse of 1100.00, anc
Mr. and .Mrs. Fred Noble, Nathan A.
olds
ed by having at hand the right remedy,
year
I
Noble and Lena Noble.
ο
one for two year old· with a purse
1 Dedication Address,
C. P. Barnee, Esq "L. F." Atwood's Bitters can èe de
12
8 -X
4
39
Totale
$75 00. These races will not be helc
M ualc—Quartette.
pended upon to give speedy relief it
Dr. Annette Bennett
Reading.
however unleea there are five entries am
forms of sickness. Sufferers from
at bat.
•Monroe
out,
position
changing
Wilfred
Hereey many
Recitation,
at least four starter·. Entries will cloai
headache,
indigestion, biliousness οι
Music—Quartette.
Score
by Innings.
also had ι
all presenet.
liver will find the "L. F." Bitten
Sept. 10. The society bave
America—By
9—Total
torpid
18348678
ii
used
new set of scales built to be
Mr. and Mrs. Randall O. Porter wil invaluable. They act quickly and bene
1 0 1 0 3 0 8 1 2-11
ii Weat Parle,
weighing all the animals competing
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0- 4
their vacation in Massachusetts.
ficially on the whole system—stop th<
Waterford
spend
Oxford
Agri
County
the draft events.
7
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Stearns of Hoi pain, restore vigor to the tired and over2-ba*e hit, Bowker. Struck out by Delano,
the
under
managemen
cultural Society,
by Sanderson, 4. Wild pitch, 8anderson Springs, Ark., are with relatives in thii worked digestive organs, remove exist
of the present competent officer·, 1· grow Baac on ball· off Delano, 2; Sanderson, 1.
section.
ing evils and pave the way to sound anc
and I I
each
and
year,
better
bigger
ing
lasting health. The "L. F." medicine ii
t< ►
at
call
Shoe
Co.
N.
is the opinion of those who are able
Ε.
Swett
The
your
the house is reliable protection agains
The new Maine Central R. R. etatloi 11
are givlni t
tention to comfort shoes. Look foi sudden sickness. Can be obtained a
judge such matter·, that they
at
the
foot
Street,
Bangoi
of
[
fouoi
be
Exchange
to
the wet and cleanest ahowa
their advertisement.
any drnggist'a for 33 cents.
deal will be opened Jnly 23d.
I io th· state which mean· a gnat
on

Have your the right kind of clothing to wear at that
time that you may enjoy yourself to the fullest extent?

ΟΙΈΝ I.KTTKR TO THE I.AW MAKER! ,

I

property.
—Ueorge Bennett.
Mr. Howard, now of Portland, was in
After the installation the Rank of Page
town the last of the week.
was finely exemplified by the first rank
John E. Stephens of Kumford Falls, on
The Rank of Esquire will be
team.
where ho deworked next Friday night the 10th. The his return from Bridgton,
livered an auto to purchasers, made a
members will please take notice.
few calls in town Thursday.
Almon Everett has taken down his old
Cows Knocked Down by Lightning. house on Water Street and has erected a
modern building in its place. Πβ intends to have it completed in a few
FINN MAN, WIKK AND CHILD DAZED IN weeks.
MONDAY SIGHT'S STORM AT STKAKNS
Nearly opposite Mr. Everett's place
Mr. Wm. F. Durrell has well under way
HILL.
hie home.
a house where he will make
Mr. Durrell has one of the best lots on
The thunder storm of last Monday the street and his dwelling will be one of
evening raised peculiar havoc with the most attractive when completed.
At
things in general on Stearns Hill.
Mr. Frank E. Wood, injured while at
William C. Steams' farm a bolt entered work on the bridge on Pleasant Street,
and
window
the barn at a
passed something like a year ago, has received
through a room where fifteen cows were from his insurance, some over five hunhis
and
man
Finn
a
milked
by
being
dred dollars. At the Marcli meeting,
wife. Ten of the cattle were knocked this
year, the town aleo gave him eeveral
completely off their feet and live went hundred dollars.
down on their knees. The Finn man
Emma Abbott and Allie Buck are enand woman were knocked off the milkJUJIIIg
ing stools and for a moment dazed by in Lovell and Fryeburg.
the shock and their child, which was
Frank Oxnard has moved from West
playing on the floor, was thrown way to Medford, Mass., onto the [I. C. Oxnard
fellittle
The
the ceiling and stunned.
farm in the Ryerson neighborhood.
low recovered hie senses after a few Horace C. Oxnard has moved from the
minutes and was apparently as well as farm onto the Dr. S. A. Bennett place,
ever. A horse belonging to C. W. Chase Crescent Street, in the village.
of North Paris which was hitched in the
Mr. aud Mrs. Warren IIills of Union,
Ap- after a ten day's visit with his son and
barn was also knocked down.
parently no damage was done to man, wife, Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills, returned
beast or barn, but it seems almost a to their Union home, Wednesday.
miracle that a bolt of lightning could
It is reported that Mrs. George Swift,
barn and
pass the entire length of a long
who broke her ankle on the grand stand
set nothing on Are. Mr. Stearns Bays a short time ago, will institute an action
that had the bolt passed ten feet higher
against the society for damages caused
than it did, it would have gone into his
by the rotten and defective condition of
hay mow.
the planking which it is alleged caused
When the bolt left William Stearns' the accident.
barn it took to the telephone wires and
for sometime
Hortense G. Gregg,
followed them as far as the home of librarian at the Norway Public Library,
Eldron Steams. Just before reaching has returned from a visit with her father,
his buildings it left the wires and William Gregg, at Andover.
entered the house through the wall,
Bertha Mann is at home for her sumtaking with it a piece of the wall as big mer vacation. Mise Mann is engaged in
it
tore
Inside
basket.
as
a
bushel
over
teaching at Lebanon, Ν. H.
the wall paper off in two rooms and
The bright yellow and red cart that
melted every particle of copper wire out made its appearance on the street this
of the telephone and the switch board week· belongs to the "Norway Bakery."
which is situated here. Fromhere it went
Arthur Sanborn, while at work in the
to the ground, finishing its disastrous shoe factory, Wednesday, had his hand
course without setting off a single blaze,
caught in a belt and two lingers crushed.
bpt leaving behind some badly scared Agnes E. Sanborn enjoys the summer
vacation from her echool at Newton ville,
people.
Mass., at her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. S.
Sanborn's.
Base Ball.
Rev. S. G. Davis, Delia Noyes and
Elsie A. Favor attended the Young
WEST PARIS 11; WATBBFOBD4.
People's Christian Union convention held
West Paris won its first league game in Boston July 10-17.
The following members of Co. D, 1st
Saturday afternoon at Waterford, defeating Waterford on their home Regiment, N. G. S. M., have been promoted, viz.: Sergt. F. F. Swan to
grounds. The line-up of the West Parle
and Quartermaster Sergeant; Corpls. H. L.
team was considerably changed
much
were
with a new pitober they
Chandler, A. L. Wyman and Guy
Stevens to be Sergeants; Privates E. J.
stronger. The score:
Boucher, C. H. Pike, T. M. Twitchell and
WEST PARIS.
Freedom Strout to be Corporals.
Κ
Α.
B.H.
P.O.
Κ.
A.B
At the Universalist church Sunday
1
0
0
0
8
4
J. Farnum, l.f.
At the close of
< was children's Sunday.
8
4
S
5
1
Ν. Howe, c
>0
1
1
1
5
the morning service Rev. S. G. Davie
Emery, r.f
(
I
I
1
0
S
Killing·, c.f
< baptized the children, viz.: John Francis
8
0
14
5
1
Shaw, 1-b.
0
2
1
5
1
Leavitt, Houghton Kimball, Doris May
Bowker, 2-b
(
1
2
1
3
1
Rlrilon, e.a
Brooks, Roewell DeCoster, Henry Cum1
1
8
2
5
L Kowe, 3-b
<
mings Cnllinan and Zilpha May Bioknell.
0
1
0
2
4
Delano, ρ
The evening services consisted of readI
13
27
8
11
Total·. .............43
ings, recitations and concert by the young
WATERFORD.
people.

entertained'

8TORES.

BLUE

never

c"DV,n,cei^*
efficjen

Dear Sirs:—I have been in your stati !
for a time, earnestly studying your Pro
hibitory Law and its effects, and noy
must write to thank every man who 11 1
standing. by the "Home protection flag
Rev. W. W. Hooper Memorial.
In my world-wide work I have to studj
lie was at one time settled at «orwa;
At tbe session of the Maine Universal- ι
high license, low license, municipal man
is! Convention, held in South Paris in and was well known in Oxford County agement, state control, the
1906, Rev. Messers. F. E. Barton, J. H. and throughout the state. His genia plan and prohibition. There is ucrthinf
th
Little and S. 6. Davis were appointed a disposition, his patient and persisted ; better than the best; and of al
committee to receive contributions for a efforts in the trying work of the stati , methods of dealing with the liquor traffic
the one you have so loyally stoodI by in
monument in memory of Rev. W. W. missionary, won friends for him ever]
Hooper, who for ten years was state mis- where. He did not spare himself in hii , Maine for half a century is by far the
sionary of Maine. The committee re- work, and what he did for the Universal
ceived $253.00, and with this they have ist faith in Maine, will live in the hearti
big and black is written ovei
placed on tbe Hooper lot, in Pine Grove and memory of our people, and wil every attempt to manage the liquor busiCemetery, Norway, a neat and sub- speak for him through years to come ness in other parts of the ■w°rldstantial monument, a cut of which is Time alone can reveal the full harvest ol London Times declares, "We are baffled,
his labors, and future generations wil bewildered, confounded In all our efforts
given above. The inscription reads:
to rezulate the drink."
bless his name.
REV. W. W. HOOPER.
In my own bright land I am afraid we
Those who wish, to visit the cemeterj
APBIL 16, 19U">.
FEB. IS, 1953.
where the monument is placed, eau easi- have been "permitting" the drink to
STATE
MISSIONFOR TEN VKABH UNIVERSALIST
ly find the lot by entering the gate near make drunkards, and then, as a people
ARY FOR MAINE.
est to South Paris. The lot is a short we have had to spend thousands of dolTHIS MONUMENT ERECTED IN 191)0, BY
distance from this gate, on the left at lars in trying to undo the mischief. Our
OF MAINE, IN
TIIE
UNIVER8ALI8T8
revenues are depleted in the vain attempt
you go directly into the grounds.
GRATEFUL REMEMBRANCE OF HIS LONG,
Mrs. Hooper sent a letter to the state to rectify the wrong we have done
FAITHFUL AN1> DEVOTEU SfcRVICK.
convention at Biddeford, expressing hei through license. Just one example will
Brother Hooper was present at the gratitude to the many friends of Brothei prove what I mean. A man petitioned
a wayside license in a bright, pretty
organizing of the Oood Cheer Society, Hooper, for their expressions of regard
and the Universalist Parish, and was for him, in the fine testimonial erected agricultural district and succeeded in obtaining it. He paid 10 pounds («o0
in charge of the work here until the to his memory.
for it, so our revenue gained that
J. H. Little.
preeent pastor was called.
amount. Six weeks after he openedI bis
liquor bar under Government sanot on,
Base Ball.
the people of the place had to petition
for a policeman to be sent there and

O. U

Iva McArdle
about twenty of her young lady friends
The party was originally
at her homo.
intcnded for a lawn party, but owing to
the rain this idea had to be abandoned.
lawn were prettily
The house and
decorated with Japanese lanterns. Many
samples of Miss McArdle'e handiwork
with the paint brush were in evidence.
Several games original with Miss McArdle were played and dainty refresh-

wheu Miss

never

conditions[

I

Ε. P. Smith cut hie grass this week and
it was housed without rain for the second
The electric car went off the track
time during over twenty years.
Sunday night at the curve by the PleasCapt. M. P. Stiles was at Brunswick on
It was on the
ant Street school house.
Thursday and Friday and Saturday
trip to meet the excursion train from
coaching the state ride team of the State
Portland, and there were about seventy- Guards.
live passengers od board who had to
\V. M. Trembly has the foundation for
ride "Shanks mare" to catch the train.
his new house on Elmwood completed
Miss Florence W. Lowell of Auburn is and has commenced on the building.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Williamson
making a two weeks' visit with Mr. and
and Mrs. Walter L. Gray at their cot- and party of Kumford Falls were with
tage, the Gray Birches, at Norway Lake. their Norway friends for a visit this
Miss Lowell has recently returned from week. They drove across country in
a year's trip abroad, in company with their auto.
Frank Q. Elliott was at the farm this
ex-Mayor Hastings' daughter of Auburn.
week. He is feeling very well and hopes
two
and
R.
Clark
Mr. aAi Mrs. A.
to further regain his good health during
daughters, Helen and Florence,, of Bol- the summer
months.
ster's Mills, accompanied by Mrs. Loring
The stores of Prince Sisters and Smiley
B. Hall and daughter, Florence, with E.
are closed Friday afternoons for July and
J Farnsworth of Newton, Mass., visited
August.
at A. E. Clark's Saturday and enjoyed a
The R. F. D. messenger have been
picnic dinner at Penley's Grove.
granted a vacation of fifteen days during
Advertised letters in South Paris post the year. This with an increase of salary
is highly appreciated by Uncle Sam's
office July 15, 1907:
Mr. Chae. Walker.
messengers of the postal department.
Mr. Raymond 8. Webber.
Ed C. Winslow, who recently sold his
Hr. Austin Tenney.
grocery business to C. N. Tubbs & Son,
Mrs. Fred McKeen.
has purchased the Frank II. Beck store,
Mrs. Η. M. Palmer.
Mr. tirover Lee.
comer of Main and Cottage Streets, and
Miss Cells M. Et tec.
will convert it into a first class grocery
M re." Julia B. lieer.
Mr. Beck will establish his busistore.
Alphonse Bermmlo.
I u-lRer I.am <ert.
ness in the old Bennett store, recently
MIPS A vie Smith.
occupied by George Kennerson, at the
Mrs. Blebee.
corner of Main and Bridge Streets.
s y DAVJg poitn)aeter.
Dr. L. Hall Trufant of Auburn was in
The officers of Hamlin Lodge, No. 81,
town Thursday. Ho will locate in Norin
Κ of P., were installed Friday night
way in case he can find suitable accoma verv able and pleasing manner by D.
modations for himself and a good office.
A.
H.
aed
Walter
L.
staff,
D. G* C.
Gray
I)r. Trufant is well recommended by
Jackson, G. V. C.; P. A. Taylor, G. 1 ., those who ought to know.
and L. L. Powers, G. M. at A. 1 he offiMoses P. Stiles has sold the L. L.
cers installed were:
Howard property on Pike Hill, consistC. C.—Ε. M. Dunham.
ing of residence and stone quarry, to the
V. C.—A. L. Cote.
Ulrner Installment Corporation of Norp.—T. H. Barnes.
M. of W.—W. H. Hebbanl.
way. It will be improved and placed
M. at Α.—Ε· L. Ken-ey.
upon the market as a very valuable
1. U.-HaroM Fletcher.
Maxim's Orient wagon.

and Miss Eunice Fobes.
Fox and family of Bangor
Mrs. Nathan
Mrs. J. F. Sprague,
the
»ta at Ronell Edwards
Miss Florence Jewett and Miss
Mrs. Fox was formerly Miss Chase,
p,,t ·Λ·
Sue M. Wheeler went to New Meadows
Royal. ? ibis village.
Inn Saturday for a shore dinner.
of
resident
former
a
Mason,
{jMr. Ν. I). Bolster takes his vacation
Λ
residing at Brighton, Mass.,
from his store this week, and accomb, ·:: .it Κ. \ Haskell's with bis
panied by Mrs. Bolster, Ruth and Philip,
family the past week.
will spend the two weeks at Old OrEmery Π >nney and family of Haver- chard.
are spending a few days
hill \|j.
Miss Maude Carter, who has been
here, beim: called by the death of his
camping at IiOcke's Mills, returned Frifather, Π ^ea Bonney.
day night to attend the Seneca Club
.r'.es C'ummia of Dee Moiues, party at Miss Iva McArdle's on that
Jlr*
Mrs.
of
her
sister,
Iowa is the «uest
evening.
\e!> h ι. Elder, for a few weeks. Mrs.
Several children have been baptized
( jmt g une Saturday morning.
recently at the Congregational church.
has
been
who
working
y I;
are
Helen
Patterson.
inner,
Among them
»>f the Paris Manufacturing Roland
intbfi
Howard, Edward Bean and
Co., h i- eft there and gone to Yarmouth Eleanor Clifford.
to work luring the haying season.
Rev. A. K. Baldwin is to close his work
Re. ; 11. Little and wife, Mrs. J. H. with the Congregational church August
left
Burhink and Miss Verna Howe
1st. He will dispose of some of his
M n<lay morning for Harpswell, where furniture before leaving. See advertises
vacation.
meut elsewhere.
they wi.l spend Mr. Little
Mr ι

I

Mrs. Clara Andrewi

Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hilton are expect
ed this week to return to their home
which they will occupy for tbe re
m ai η der of the season.

OF THIS STATE.

j
I A.V

Dudley and Homer Car
C. Ordway'e cottage a
Poland campground Sunday.

Miss Grace
visited at S.

Cole, formerly of Paris, now of Ottawa
Can., are sorry to hear tbat she is at-rious
ly ill.

invebtigatio:

thorough

I

Arthur J. Daniels of Berlin Ν. H.
visited his mother, Mrs. Mary Daniels

The

AUBTRAI.L

OF

I
I

Mrs. Winslow B. Young and soi
Roland are visiting relatives in Massa
ohusetta.

over

LEE

he

drink,

ISSUES OPEN LETTER TO LAW MAKER

land
led

thei

request.

I

HARBISON

bu to drink, ia never, urged tc
offend· by not drinking."
"ThU fact ia Indlaputnble, that tb<
hard drinker wu once a moderate drinker; and tbe chance· are all «gtlnat a
moderate drinker remaining ancb.M
"Drink le tbe greateat curae of Chris-

Situation In Maine

I
I

The July meeting of the W. C. T. U
has been postponed to August 8th, fa

nier.

I

A. W. Walker and A. D. Park
at Old
Orchard with
wive·.

Sunday

Liquor

tendom. Practically ail crime and all
disaster are tbe reault of it."
At the recent convention of the World'
"If I had tbe greatest appointive powWoman'· Christian Temperance Unlot
ers in tbe country no man wonld get
which convened in Boston, there were
even the smallest appointment from me
attendance many representative wome
tinleaa he showed proof of hla abaolute
from many nations of the world. 8e*e"
teetotal ism. "—General Fred D. Grant.
of them came to Maine and bave bee
andl m atin,
quietly studying
Tbe Alliance Newa aaka these pert!·
comparisons between prohibition Main i nent
questions under tbe caption, "Liftlicense communities as they knoi r
them. The opinion of these distinguish log Others as We Climb":
"Is it right to put the sugar basin in
and experienced women exactly.coi
way, and then punish it for
responds with the opinion of the grea Γ the baby'·
scientist, Dr. Matti Ilelenius of Finland taking tbe sugar?
"Ia it right to license a man to tempt
who spent several weeks in Malnelae L
them
summer and has gone home declarm| > others to go wrong, and then expect
to
t
go right?
to his people thaUbe is
Is it right to profess to be sorry for tbe
t
prohibition is the only right and
On t evils in the land, while not trying to put
law to apply to the liquor traffic.
of the W. C. T. U. visitor*, Mrs. Harrl an end to them?
"
'Righteousness (and not revenue) exeon Lee of Australia, who has been speak
sin-is a
ing in different sections of Maine ha alteth a nation," while legalised
felt moved to write an open letter to tin ι reproach to a Christian people."
One abstainer makes the wheels of the
I law makers as follows:
bottle drag heavily.—Rev. Dr. Peters.

I

*

Prank A. Shurtleff aud wife have
gum
to the I'arsons farm to live for the sum

and wife of Wes>
Thursday of las ι

Tucker

R

χ

Rodney llall is widening his piazza
When finished it will be eight feet wide

t

\\ t;,.wker weut to Augusta Tues
case.
lia, .«α a state pauper
il [.ester Gerry of Lewiston ii !
«eeksat Ε. Ν Haskell's

*'

I

Carl Sawyer of Lewiston, visited a t
J. Prank Howland of Boston, sper
dally ;» 34 a. m ., Rev. A. K. Baldwin's
recently.
Sunday tt hie Mountain View Farm.
*
visitin
Louise Sumner haa been
I Ruth Bolster visited at Claytoi ι
,lmUy· SâBP.M Churchill's, North Paris, last week.
frienda at Meohanlc Palla thia week.

m.,

of

AFTER

m.,

A

<un

goinii

1

MBS.

>

ff;«**■ ■·· ^ ;8

i„*n

J

Portland

Tribute of Maine Universalists Erectec j| Study
I
I
at Norway Pine Grove Cemetery.

tl •

Mies Lizzie Kane is at LewUton for s
J. P. Hall of Romford Palla waa i
few weeks with relative».
town Saturday on boaineaa.
Mrs. Emily Cook is viaiting friends i: ï
S. C. Ordway joined hie family a
Plymouth, Ν. H., this week.
Poland campground over Sunday.

holth pari» w»t orrica.
7:» A.M. to7 30 P.M.

c.iet;—» 51

spending

S. Β. & Z. S. Prince's.
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

NOTICE.

REMOVAL
I AM NOW IN MV

NEW STUDIO ON DEERING STREET
A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.
to be more attractive and conto do Better Work, and More
Promptly than heretofore. Call and look the rooms over and aee sample* of the
Latest Styles in Photos.
Along with my regular work, I do Developing aud
Free Use of Dark Room for
Finishing for amateurs, and do it as it sboui l be.
those who wish to do their own work.

Which has been fitted up and enlarged
venient for customers, and which enable*

so as
me

W. Xj. MBHHIlili, Norway, Me.

CASTORIA For lofants and Chiidrtn.

TIM KUYN Hill AhmtlHihl

Bears the

*

*/^

HOW TO TELL IF
YOU HAVE WORMS

THE CARE OP LIVESTOCK.
If the testimony of great numbers of
the readers of The New-York Tribune
Pnrmer it a fair basis for the formation
of a correct opinion, then what is known
as its Veterinary Department is everywhere esteemed highly. It is, however,
more than a veterinary department Dr.
C. D. Smead, who has had charge of it
for more than five years, every week answers very many questions in regard to
every variety of livestock known on the
American farm, not alone prescribing
medicine and treatment, but telling how
tbe diseases might have been prevented,
and laying down specific rules for feed
and care in health, in sickness and in
convalescence.
Every farmer keeps
some livestock—good veterinarians are
scarce.

Each inquirer is fully answered, but
Dr. Smead goes far beyond this; he believes that any information which one
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
by hundreds and thousands o/ others,
and he often so broadens his answer as
to make it a complete essay on the subject discussed. A year or two ago Mr.
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg, Me.,
said in a meeting of farmers that a valuable horse had been attacked with a disease of which be bad known nothing
until he had recently read of it in The
New-York Tribune Farmer; what Dr.
Smead had taught him enabled him to
Another farmer arose
save his horse.
and eaid he bad had a similar experience.
dollars saved in one
or
six
hundred
Five
C. C.
town by one copy of the paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Troy, Vt., writes
to Dr. Smead, under date of April 23:
"I desire to express my gratitude to you
through The New-York Tribune Farmer,
and to say that I regard you as the most
able, practical and thoroughly safe
writer of the present age, and to express
my hope that you may live to serve the
farmer and our dumb friends for many
years to come."
The regular price of the New-York
Tribune Parmer is One Dollar a year,
but we will send it with The Oxford
Democrat, both papers one year for
12.00.

THE REMED1 THAT
QI1ICB.I EXPELS THEi
The common symptoms of worm· la ehlld·
Palone·· of the tee· with
iu and adulte trt
occasional duahlng; Indigestion aoeompanlvd
unnatural
an
appétit· at tlm··; foul
by
tonga· and offensive breath; Itching no··;
of thetMth during ·1··ρ;
grinding
vomiting;
swelling of the upper 11 ρ ; hard'«walled bowel»:
griping or eoUc pain· ; also convulsion· and
many other unaccountable nervous iymptorn·, wblob, If not checked In tlm·, l«ad oa
to something mora serions.

TOOK DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR
III MT WELL
SOMKRVILLB, MS.

Dr. TRtm, Drab "Sir:—
'For more than three months one of my
children had been troubled with spell* of
vomiting and symptoms of fever nearly
every week, together with canker-sores
•boat the noee and month. I obtained,
about two weeks ago, two bottles of your
Elixir, and before the first bottle -was ex·
hausted the sores wer·» rutirely healed,
and no appear::.oe οt his vomiting or
fever-epr 11» has ever returned. I really
believe* that the lives of thousands of
children suffering from worms or canker
might be saved by a timely and judicious
Yours truly,
use of your Elixir."
J. L. Hammktt.
of hundreds or such testiThis la only
monials. This marvelous remedy has bMn
mad· and sold by Dr. J. F. True <k Co. for
flfty-slz years, and In all that time nothing
but words ol praise have been bestowed
upon it. This is what Mr. Wing thinks of 1L
one

Auburn, Mb.
Dr. Trur, Dear Sir:—
"For the past seven years I hare constantly kept a supply of your Elixir in
my house, and it never failed to give
a great blestprompt relief. It has been
I
ing to my children, and unsolicited give
you this tribute of gratitude, hoping the
merits of vour unrivaled family medicine
known and appreciated."
may be
Very respectfully vours,
Chas. E. Wing.
Even though worm· may not be found
present Dr. True'· Elixir tones up the stomach
and liver. Head what Dr. J. Haley, of Brun··
wick, thinks of it:
"It is a sate and effectual remedy. For
worms it has no equal, aijd is an excellent
"
remedy for canker of the mouth and throat
Dr. True'N Elixir is sold by druggists every*

Esslern Steamship Company.

widely

Portland Division.

INCLUDEDj

DAILY UNE, SUNDAYS

Portland and Boston.
Far·

dm

way

91.95* Round trip fii.OO.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week days at 7 P. m., Sundays at
8 p. n„ for Boston.

where at S5c., 50c., and 11.00 p« bottle. Th·
booklet. "Children hihI Their Diseases," wilt
be seut free by simply address»* Dr. J* F
True & Co.. Auburu. Me. We iiuve a special
treatment for t*i>e-woriu.%Sciid for fre«book.

via this Company's
steamers are on sale at all principal
railroad stations.

Through tickets
Freight

rates

are

other lines.
All
sured

always

as

low

freight, except Live Stock,
against tire and marine risk.

RHEUnATISM CANNOT
BE CURED UNLESS

as

URIC-0 IS

is in-

U solicited.

Mouldings

This Is where the value of Urlc-0 a»
nent cure for Rheumatism comes In.

1

permaIt seeks

The chief reason that Uric Ο Is such a wonderful cure for Rheumatism Is, that It Is deslgncd and prepare· I to cure Rheumatism and Rht uIt Is composed of per ect anUmattsm only.
lotes for the rheumaUc acid poison In the system.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

That Is the secret of Its wonderful
simply cannot exist In a

thcuraatlsm

success,

person's

L, M. TUFTS,

Specialist

Specialist

Engine and Boiler

DR. PARMENTER

and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

engine

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

in a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It ie published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with

AS

A

Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, Tne

DAILY

Bom Papers One Year lor $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Maine.

postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.
Tour name and address on

ide 5am

a

Paroid Rooiintf
m

M

item

a»

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildIt is located in the
ing. lT. S· Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
heart of the c«tv and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
etc. It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses,
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good forvou. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
6«od a 2 caat tump for book of up-to-dat· poultry sod farm building pUoa.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Agents,

South Paris, fie.

PIANOS.
are

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
be sold for the

of the instrument.

Also I have

quality
money as they can
Prices
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and v.e will try and interest you in
the best pianos that are on the market.
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Ruby Breastpin i;t
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Is a dreadful thing to live in the
bouse with η thief nud worse not
to know who the thief Is. Dorothy
mid .Mabel bad tried over and over
to solve the mystery. There seemed
to be no solution to It. The mystery
One (lay in the winter a
was this:

Duke was,
cousin of mamma's, a very beautiful at ench other in silence.
to visit at tlu
jumping impatiently for his plaything.
young lady, bad come
When she was dressing for Then Mabel looked up at the house.
house.
room where
dinner, she carelessly left η valuable The window in the spare
After Cousin Gladys had slept was open, and
ruby pine on the dressing table.
the ruffled white curtain blew gently
diuuer the pin was not there.
Such a hubbub as Cousin Gladys cre- in and out. As they stood spellbound
What could be expected of»
the table
ated. She cried and cried and almost the curtain blew In toward
who had more money than be knew
the edge of the
bud hysterics, for the plu was her most und out again, and on
how to apend and who made diveralo
which
cherished treasure. It had been given | ruitie was ir scrap of paper,
the ground.
her by her grandmother, whose ifrand- fluttered slowly to
«"«« ·
"I see the
so
"Ah!" said Dot softly.
When you get ao far, natural P1®"»"" mutile;* had in turn given it to her.
rushed Indoors
pall, and if the human haa no occupa· you see It was very, very old and valu- thief!" And then they
to tell the news.
the craving for new
able.
The
8e" reGreat good news It was too.
Rio. to pull on the appe lte.
It was out of the question to accuse
l>een caught
either Maria or John of dishonesty, ruby pin had apparently
>.
for both were as honest as the day w by the same curtain and gently depositDuke had beeu the soul of honor ed outside on the ground, as the scrap
long.
man can live a aane exiatence withare
out some healthy occupation.
C"
built that way. The wisdom that is «to
thi
To
vine made us for a task
tank is to go to war with that wiaaom
Work and purity and sanity are a logical

ou«^The

na^jre.

"ΆίΧ"»

riLï.°4;

Son

TREATMENT BEFORE COOKING.
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Set the bunch thus prepared in a vessal of salted boiling wated with the tip»
just out of the water. The saucepan
ehould so nearly fit the quantity to be
boiled that it will be impossible for it to
fall down and immerse the tips in the
water, which quite spoils their delicacy.
A common error is to boil this vegetable
It should be rather crisp
too muoh.
than mushy. When done lift from the
water and lay »a a sieve for two minutes
to drain. Treated in this way it is unnecessary to serve it on' toast, but send
it to table in a hot dish accompanied by
a sauce of plain melted butter, which
will give yon the full delicacy and sweetness of the asparagus, or, if you prefer
it, serve with a Hollandaise or cream

All the words described contain the
muut>er of letters. When riphtly
guessed and written one below another. the diagoua) (beginning with the
upper left hand letter and ending with
the lower right hand letter) will spell

same

the name of a famous poet.
Crosswords: 1. Au evil spirit. 2. A
3. A sweet subyoung street Arab.
stuuce. 4. Stale. 5. To strike.

sauce.

What b!r<l means to frolic.
What one Is called wise.
And which Is amusing
To boys If It tiles?

SAUTEED

There!· organized
bor, but no organized flirting—except

"FliÎSnïïnot restricted

ing.

5. Found In every

lay in

the asparagus and season with
salt, pepper, and just a pinch of nuimeg
and one of sugar; toes until very hot and
serve in a deep dish.

park.

No. 169.—Acrostic.

First word in each line omitted:
them, so young and so Jolly,
gayety. heart whole, they meet;
In frolic and folly,
their fun loving friends gladty

moments ami months disappear.

No. 170.—Historic Americans.
1. A man who was a concession.
2. A uiau who was a network and to
move

f^htened.

gently.

K?oU,lZno,

a

very pretty dioner

or

luncheon course.
Cut into balf-incb
lengths the tender parte of a bunch of
asparagus (you can make a cream of
asparagus soup from the remainder), and
Make a sauce
boil until tender; drain.
by bringing to a boil in a double boiler
three gills of rich milk and one of cream;
beat four eggs until light and smooth
and stir them into the boiling milk in
this wise: Pour with the left hand a
ladleful of it into the bowl of whipped
eggs, beating with an egg wisk as you
pour, and then turn the whole slowly into the rest of the milk, whisking vigorously with the right hand; take at once
from the fire and add a tablespoonful of
butter and a seasoning of salt, pepper
and nutmeg; add tHl asparagus and set
over hot water again while you prepare
the patties, which may be either patty
shells set in the oven to get hot, or
French rolls or canapes of etale bread.
To prepare the rolls, cut a piece from
A Mistake.
the
so that it can be placed on again,
"Why dldu't you waut to go to school and top
remove the crum; brush over with
today ?"
melted butter and set in the oven to
"Because 1 made a mistake yestercrisp. Canapes are made from slices ol
day. I did an example that Johnnie stale bread three inches thick, evenly
Mulligan failed on."
trimmed, with the crura removed, leavFill any of
"But that wasn't a mistake, was It?" ing a square, hollow box.
"Y^s; Johnnie says he's going ter these with the mixture and serve "immelick me fer It."—New Eugland Home- diately.

I where."

on aome-

FOUR YEARS.

AFTER

7.25 a.m.

LewUton, leave
Poland

8 <*
8.14
8.40
Canton,...................... 9.0S
9.2H
Dlxfleld
9.40
Romford KalM
(Rangeley Lakes), 11.05
Mechanic FalU
Buckflel'l

return

Si.oo

i.no
2 00
1 75
1 50
1.25
1.00
00»»
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Oqooseoc
Connection is made at Oquoesoc with
steamers to and from Rangeley, giving
time for a beautiful sail the entire length
of Rangeley Lake and 3 hours for dinner
at Rangeley Lake IIouhc and eight see-

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

MPito ill (Morally.
NORWAY, MAINE,

Vice President and

Paseengerl
25-31

»

Ν

wVlj

N^-«-

since 1ι<· had been an innutte of
the household, and what would a small
fox terrier want of a large ruby breastpin anyway? Topsy had denied any
knowledge of the affair. They couid
not siupect her. She illicit have been
guilty of stealing a piece of tlsh or a
motive. but what would a cat want to
ever

the

ruby.

On·.' beautiful June day Mabel and
Dot had a "bubble bee" all by them-

Harold disagreeable boy!-·
selves.
had gone off lisliing and refused to
take any trirls. lie declared they were
"always in .'he way."
"I'd rsitli *r blow bubbles with my
new pi|K»'iuiyway." wild Dot airily as
Harold v.ent down the walk. There
was a suggestion of a sob in her voice,
Mabel
but she held her head high.
said nut a word. One tiling she did
love, mid that was to tlsh. Iiuke push-

IΤΑΝ0Μ0 OU.

of paper lintl boon, unit there it had
lulu hidden in the snow and ufud and

spring grass.
Cousin Gladys received

new

that afternoon, and in

a

reply

Dr. King's
New Discovery
/Consumption

___

FOR I

OUGHS and

^OLOS

Surest and Quickest Cure I
all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBMONEY
BACK
or
LES,

lots.

VV. T. IIEWETT.
JAMES 3. WRIGHT, Agent,
Parii.

Desirable Residence fur Sale,
The

COMPANY

Capt.

Η. N. Bolster home-

stead situated in South Paris \i !,tge,

l»curp«ral*4

; .eat
finished, hot w.itt
and all modern equipmentnl,
a two story house, ell an
stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, .Mm.

thoroughly

telegram

came:

"My Dear Little Cousins, and Duke.
Too—I am so happy to hear that my
tro-isiire ha4 been found that I want it
at once. And I want you tJ bring it
to m<* and to spend a week with me in
So ask
the city—all three of you.
your mo*.her t > pack your trunk, tell
your father to put you safely ou the
We will
ears, and I will meet yoif.
have a jolly good time, and you will
be here just in time to be bridesmaids
lit my wedding, for whirh you will
each have a pretty new frock presented
to you. 1 won't take 'no' for an an

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
TRAOE M*l

Designs
COPVRIGHTS AC.

....

·?
Anyone «endlne aaketoh and dMcrli·'
quickly aacertaln our opinion free *1
raInvention ι» probably patentable. <
■'·»
tion· atrletlv confidential. ΗΑΝ0Β00Κ ni
,«
lent free. OMent agency for «erurniin
Patenta taken tnmuiih Munn A «'<· i> «If*
tprruU not us, without charge. In tbe
■

patterns and clean

to close out odd

up stock.

Scientific American.

A handaomely lllantrat.··] weekly.
dilation of any arlentlOe Journal.
jrear ; four mont ha, IL Sold by all

Chas, F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

1 ir.
Τ.·r:

new-

-'t

·.

.·.

I

nr.

Γ

1

»

r·.

>

MUNN & Co."'»"·'-» New York
Branch Offlce. 4S35 Κ BU. WathlUKt

E. W.

I>. C

ji.

CUAWIMillt,

Builders' Finish
I will furnUh DOOU8 ami WINDOW
Size or Style at reasonable price*.

r

any

Also Window ά Door Frames.
r
If In want of any kin·! of KlnUh for I»-'.
Pine l.um
Outside work, aend In your orden
ber ami Shingles on hand Chcai· for t λ

Planing, Sawing and

Job Work.

Miitche·! Hard Woo«l floor Hoard >·

F.
West

W.

Sumner,

f

■·

CHillVDMK,
llnlnc.

....

w

...

y

THE...

Norway National Bank

issues checks

THE VITAL NECESSITY
There

Is

thing

other one

no

with which I have so much trouble as this lack of persistency

among advertisers.
They lack
the nerve to fight long and hard.

While they will expend a good
deal of cash and energy in mak-

ing

single plunge, they will

a

grow tired If called upon to expend the same amount through
a

campaign of six months.

The

road

to

snccess

la

■phlll road all the war·
not try to apart.

an

Do

For a little way- it goes easy,
and you get over the ground fust,
but the goal seeuis all the fur-

ther away when the nervous energy lu that spurt Is spent. There
are but 40 per cent of advertisers
who make their advertising pay.
The rest

n«*vrr

persistency

la the

one

In

vital

learned that

advertising
necessity.

They jumped into advertising
without preparation in the way

WAR~

k Co.

pr«
50c Κ >1.00
Free Trial.

>

this letter

ewer."
So:>n after the receipt of the letter
two very important looking little girls
nnd an equally important little dog
started for the city, leaving Harold on
the station waving au envious goodhy.
"Isn't it fortunate," sighed Dot as
they settle I hack in tlx? bis cushioned
seat, "that we didn't go tishiug that
day?"—Washington Star.

LUTiCS

The bouse and laud belonging t the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W i
situated in the center of the v:
has
two apartments of seven and.·
me
·,
with sheds, large attic, Ac., λ:
m
The cr
excellent condition.
ire
:
additio:
..use
extensive, containing

vfll—letter than any
Coats the axle
other grease.
with a hard, smooth surface of
powdered mica which reduces
A>k the dealer for
friction.
Mica Axle Grease.

BOTH G1HL8 LAUGHED AT THE ANTICS UF DUKE.

THE

For Sale in South Paris.

u/tars

r

CURE

"

going and

GREASE

X

KILLthe couch

and

aud.j

j
|

SON,

HILLS,

—

MICA AXLE

Ο. B. Burhans, of Carlisle Center,
Ν. Υ writes: "About four years ago I
wrote you stating tbat I bad been entirely cured of a severe kidney trouble
by taking less tban two bottles of Foley's
Kidney Cure. It entirely stopped the
and sympSources—A Dinner Game.
brick dust sediment, and
toms of kidney disease disappeared. I
Sources is a game that can be
am glad to say that I have never bad a
played where the children are of seved his cold little nose comfortingly
return of any of those symptoms during
eral different ageç. The scene of activto go tlshing.
liked
He
hand.
Into
her
tbe four years tbat have elapsed and I
hut
fas- ity is the dinner or luncheon table,
am evidently cured to stay cured, and too. but blowing lui Miles was very
fun in the play is made by the edthe
new
colthe
with
heartily recommend Foley'· Kidney cinating. es'ieelally
ask to have
Cure to any one Buffering from kidney or ored bubble soap.-i'.nd It was not long ibles the youngsters
bladder trouble." F. A. Shurtleff & before the two little girls were happy passed them, for when a Ihj.v or girl
another to hand the bread,
Co.
again, and I)uke was wild with de- requests
If be or she cannot satisfac"Miss Kittle," said the new doctor, light. As each bubble grew bigger and salt, etc.,
answer the question the latter
"your trouble is merely indigestion. We bigger Duke harked louder aiiil louder torily
asks about the dish the food wanted Is
can fix that. By the way, have you been and l»egged that one should be given
unless another child is apdoing any dieting?"
hi:n to play with. But for little dogs not passed
"I don't know," answered the little
another question anto
and
last
pealed
and
are
bubbles
poor playthings
girl. "The other doctor has been mak- but a minute. It required «rent atten- swered.
that
I
just tion on the
ing me eat all sorts of things
When one child asks for the salt, anpart of l>oth blowers to prehate."
other may say. "Where does It come
vent their work meeting instant de"Then you're dieting, all right."
from?" Unless he or she can answer
struction. ·
this she must eat her food unsaltcd or
What is a cold in the head?
Nothing
Dot blew the best—there was no
for another question from a difto worry about if you treat it with Ely's
question of that—but Mali's bubbles appeal
Cream Balm as soon as you begin to see:"cd to hot longer, and it was one ferent youngster who Is within polite
sneeze and snufile.
Neglected, the cold of Mali's that went bouncing along on reaeh of the salt. This boy or girl
stead.
Al.A KRI BOURG.
may grow into catarrh, and the air-passmay ask how It Is made. If he or she
This is a nice accompaniment to veal ages be so inflamed that you have to the breeze, with Duke in Ιι 1 pursuit.
can answer tills, the salt Is passed.
Key to the Purxler.
in any form. Boil and drain some aspar- fight for every breath.
It is true tbat Both girls were laughing merrily at
wants some oatmeal, AlNo. 156.—Abbreviations: 1. Laird, air. agus and lay heads all one way in the Ely's Cream Balm cures catarrh, prompt- the queer antics of Duke and his play- I When Grace
fred may have his chance at revenge
2.'Trii»e, rib. 3. Villa, 111. 4. Worm, or. dish in which it ie to be served, sprinkl- ly and certainly. But you know tbe old thing when the bubble descended,
Of ι by asking. "How long do you cook it?"
6. Pearl, ear. 0. Theme, hem. 7. Can- ing each layer with grated Gruyere saw about the ounce of prevention. Duke pounced upon his prize.
and
cheese
over all four tablespoon- Therefore use Cream Balm when the
pour
0.
lad.
the
8.
and
ant.
Blade,
burst
at
once,
dog ; Smaller children can well be included
Grape, rap.
course it
to,
fuls of very hot, almost browned butter. cold in tbe head shows itself. All drugThen, in this game. A little boy or girl may
10. Cruet, rue. 11. Grate, rat. 12. Asback, with a sneeze.
Jumped
gists, 50c., or mailed by Ely Bros., 50 seizing something with his teeth, he be asked to spell sugar or tell one
tringe, string. 13. Black, lac.
ASPARAGUS PUDDING.
Warren Street, New York.
thing about butter before she eau have
No. 157.—A Recipe: San Fraucisco,
sprang back.
This is almost a dinner in itself. Boil
it Is made
"I'll It on her bread. She can say
Valparaiso.
"Poor old Dukey!" cried Dot.
for ten minutes in salted water the ten"Moving?" inquired a neighbor as a
No. 158.—Hidden Names: 1. Bertha. der parts of two bunches of aspar&gus, furniture van stopped in front of Ker- blow you one just as big. Just watch!" in η churn or that it is yellow.
"No, indeed," replied
first cutting into inch bits; drain; beat lect's house.
2. Ethel. 3. Grace. 4. Ada.
Rut Dula· was not Interested In bubHi· Bravery.
No. 159.—Charadp: Butter, fly; but- four eggs thoroughly, add two table- Kerlect. "A friend wants to borrow our bles. He had found another plaything.
Bald Polly Prue to Hilly Bragg
spoonfnle of minced boiled bam, one of collection of souvenir post cards."
terfly.
"Oh. dri p that old stick and come
In the zoo.
While
walking
the drained asparagus, a
No. 16(1.—Letter l'uzzle: "A friend melted butter,
cried Mabel. "See. Duke—see
"It you should «ce a big black boar
milk WAS IN POOR HEALTH FOR YEARS. along!"
small cup of sifted flour and
Would you be frightened too?"
Ihould bear a friend's Infirmities."
the idee big bubbles! Catch It. sir—
Ira W. Kelley, of Mansfield, Pa.,
enough to make a batter as for boiled
Crosswords: 1. Africa. 2. Ionian. 3.
it!"
ωtcli
"Huh!
I guess not!" said Hilly Brasg.
puddings. Boil for two hours in a but- writes: "I was in poor health for two
G. tered mold and serve with cream sauce.
two.
5. Shield.
"I'd show him « thins
4. Admire.
l>eaden.
But Duke would pay no attention.
yeans, suffering from kidney and bladI Just wish one would come along.
Bursts. 7. It I tile.
"I lielieve he Was something alive,"
der trouble, and
spent considerable
what I'd do."
would
show
I
you
ASPARAGUS SOUPS.
No. 161.—An Old Favorite: Mother
money consulting physicians without said Dot. "Perhaps it's a jxior. dear
Down the path came a bis black boar:
There are many ways of making this obtaining any marked benefit, but was little toad.
Goose.
Oh. Dukey. aren't you
'Twaa only a tame bear, too.
I
No. Its».—Double Acrostic: Primais— soup, but here are three of the beet. cured by Foley's Kidney Cure, and I de- ashamed of
yourself?"
But fierce enough to a<>urc hi:n quite.
Priiiro.se. Fluals—Hyacinth. 1. Patch. Cut the heads from a bunch of aspara- sire to add my testimony that it may be
And away likj a flash ho flew!
his
not
a
bit
Duke
tall,
wacged
4. Modoc.
6. gus and cook the stalks (peeled) until the cause of restoring tie health of
3. India.
2. Rowdy.
Bald Polly Prue to Billy Brags:
Refuse substitutes.
F. A. ashamed, and deposited at Dot's feet a
you can mash them through a sieve; to others."
Itabbi. 6. Ocean. 7. Scent. 8. Earth.
"Quite all you sal«l was true.
a cupful of this pulp add a pint of the Shurtleff A Co.
queer and dirty object.
Tour wish w.is surely «ratified.
No. 163.—Reversible Words: 1. Brag, water in which the stalks were
"It's only
boiled;
a toad," said Dot.
isn't
"It
1 saw what you \vji:M <1 >!"
She—I hope, dear, that you are not
garb. 2. Leer, reel.
one pint of milk and one large table—Vomit's P""i»nplnn.
to worry about my exceeding my an old— Why. Mattel Klolse Fletcher.
spoonful each of butter and flour rubbed going
He
this
time.
(brightening
QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUF- to a paste over the fire and diluted with allowance
On· Source of New·.
mean to tell me, dearHi* Poem on a Dog.
the milk; season with salt, pepper, and, up)—You don't
FERERS.
isn't any necessity for it.
For many years a certain New York
The ethereal being with the unshorn
if liked, nutmeg and add the tips which est, tbat there
Foley's Honey and Tar affords im- have been boiled and drained.
She—Certainly not. What's tbe use of locks whs shown Into the editorial ρ;ΐ|κτ received society and club gossip
mediate relief to asthma sufferers in the
can't help.
from u ninn whose Identity was coninnctum.
▲ gill of cream and four of milk, with worrying something you
worst stages and if taken in time will
Even Ills
two of the water in which the asparagus
cealed by u clever rune.
"1 have written a poem on the dog,"
effect a cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
a
Columbus just landed; meeting big
heads were boiled makes a richer soup;
checks were made out to his wife lu
Je said.
his
a
under
with
chief
Indian
package
"Tees," said Mr. Swellman, "I'm the heads may be served in an omelet or
"Whose dog?" demanded the editor her maiden name. He furnished Inarm, he asked what it was. "Great
looking for a coachman." "Well, sor," en petit pois, and croutons served with medicine, Holllster's Rocky Mountain lt»reely.
formation about the doiugs and wranthe
in
the
I
know
all
aoup.
put
applicant, "shure,
"It is not on any particular dog," falgles In various clubs—little stories inStill another way is to cook till tender Tea," said tbe Injun. 35 cent·, Tea or
about horses an—" But have you bad
F. A. Shurtleff à Co.; 0. D. tered tlie poet.
volving people whose names are
a bunch and add it to Tablets.
any experience with an automobile?" the best part of
Stevens.
known by reputation to practically all
"I>o you mean to say that you took
"Not exactly, sor, but I wuz tossed by three pints of veal or chicken broth with
readers of newspaper columns. He is
a gill of cream and a thickening of buta bull wanst.
"He said I had a face like one of idvantage of the dog because it was
ter and floor.
said thus to have averaged an Income
lot particular aud wrote your poem
said
the
with
blonde,
Raphael's angels,"
Talk about your breakfast foods,
of alK>ut |10 a week—not much, but
>n It?"
ill-concealed satisfaction.
ASPARAGUS SALADS.
A thousand you ean see;
"Oh, well, the faces of Raphael's an- "I am afraid that you do not un· enough to buy hats, glove» and canes.
I would not have them as a gift,
It is when served as a salad that your
were ail painted, you know," re- lerstaiul me.
He w.ts a most Immaculate and apI was Inspired by the
But would have Rocky Mountain Tea. true epicure finds his greatest enjoy- gels
plied the jealous little brunette.
It Is
log's, fidelity"—
parently prosperous person.
F. ▲. Shurtleff <% Co.; 0. D. Stevens.
ment. Âaeoon as boiled lay in very cold
"If the dog was faithful, why should
needless to say that he has never been
water to preserve the plumpness and
CONSUMPTION.
AGAINST
Magistrate—You are charged with be- natural color. The French serve with
rou hurt Its feelings by writing a
suspected of this small traffic, A
All nations are endeavoring to check
ing drunk and disorderly; what have a simple dressing of oil, lemon juice, salt
joem on it?
Did you have the poor
relative died aud left him Inwealthy
of
the
"white
the
ravages
consumption,
Prisoner—
you got to say for yourself?
It is also excellent with
and pepper.
dependent. When some such man
that claims so many victims jrute shaved aud tattoo the verses on
plague"
Your Honor, my only excuse is that my
Dice
of
carrots
a mayonnaise.
young
furnishes the clew to α delectable
each year. Foley's Honey and Tar cures ts back, or did you brand them on?
wife is cleaning house; can't you send
cooked until tender may be mixed with
and colds perfectly and you are Perhaps you"—
scandal he !. is done a stroke of busime up for ten days?
in which case the latter coughs
the
in no danger of consumption. Do not
asparague,
But the poet bad fled.—London Tltness that will keep hltn In small luxhave been cooked in short length. risk
During the summer kidney irregulari- should
your health by taking some unknown Blts.
uries for mouths to come.—Whitman
salad
is
served
an
At
Nice
asparagus
ties are often caused by excessive drinkpreparation when Foley's Honey and Tar
Bennett In Bohemian.
the following sauce: Rub through is safe and certain in results. The
ing or being overheated. Attend to the awith
gensieve the yolks of two hard-boiled eggs; uine is in a
Sand Hill·.
Traveling
at
once
I
F.
A.
by using Foley's Kidney
kidneys
yellow package.
add one beaten raw egg-yolk, salt, pep- Shurtleff & Co,
On the coast of Tomerauia there are
Cure. F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co.
A Crowd I· Not Company.
per and a little made mustard, and then,
large tracts of sand heaped up by tbe
But little do men perceive what soliMr. Winks—(solemnly)—A noted phy- stirring very slowly, a gill of table oil; ι "I
I have the fault you men- wind, hundreds of yards In breadth tude is and bow far it extended), for a
ilcian says that deadly bacteria lurks in finish with two teaspoonfnls of vinegar
tion," said the conceited man, self-oom- and from <50 to 120 feet high, uni1 crowd Is not company, and faces are
or
one
of
two
of
lemon
and
and
banknotes,
juice
finely plaoently, "but it's the only fault I have, these
many diseases, especially
hills, propelled by the wind, but a gallery of pictures, and talk but
minced green herbs, parsley, tarragon, and it's a small one."
imallpox, are spread that way.
move steadily in an easterly direction.
α tinkling cymbal where there Is no
Mrs. Winks—Mercy on us! Give me chives, and shallot.
like
the
"Yes," replied Knox, "just
The speed at which these great hills love.—Bacon's Essay on "Friendship."
ill you have. I've been vaccinated, you
small hole that make· a plugged nickel
OURLET.
ASPARAGUS
travel is from thirty-nine to fifty-six
know.
no good."
There Is no more delicious breakfast
feet α year. Hue woods, which someA Qood Point.
STIMULATION WITHOUT IRRITA- than an asparagus omelet with thin
Your brain goes on a strike when you times come In their line of march, canProspective Purchaser—I like the
TION.
rashers of boiled ham. To an omelet of overload your stomach; both need blood not
stop them r.ud are completely de- looks of this automobile, but suppose I
That is the watchword. That is what four eggs that is just ready to be serve, to do business. Nutrition is what you stroyed. The branche." are rotted off
thould ruu over some one and— Salesdiced
Holllster's
add
fonr
of
comes
and
it
tender,
does.
Cleantablespoonfuls
want,
by taking
Drlno Laxative Fruit Syrup
In a little1 Rooky Mountain Tea. 35 oente, Tea or by the saud, and nothing is left of tbe man—The springs are so easy, sir,
iee and stimulates the bowel· without and cooked aaparagns, heated
trees
but
the
bare
after
which
stems,
you'd scarcely be Jarred at all—Cleveirritation in any form. F. A. Shurtleff butter and season with salt and pepper. Tablet·. F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.; 0. D.
λ few years wither and die.
—Alloe Chittenden In The Designer.
Steven·.
land Plain Dealer.

pain

THE

VIA

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
To OqiiOMOC ami

No article I» more
about the stable than Mica
Put a little on
Axle Grease.
the spindles before you "hook
U!>"—it will help the horse, and
bring the load home quicker.

—

G. Β. BÛRHANS TESTIFIES

SOUTH PARIS.

RANOELEY LAKES

5"Help the Horse
useful

^he

feel» that

K. W. WALKER &

EXCURSION TO

—

F. E. BOOTH BY, General
and Ticket Agent

jMJg

""Perhaps she le roodeet eod
I ahe
ought to have aomething

ASPARAGUS PATTIES.

These make

Next Sunday

EVANS,
General Manager.

The little chap listened intently, and
when his mother finished he looked at ste.:l ruble»* for?
'ill.· only possible solution was that
mamma," he
some one h:.d entere.l the house while
talk exactly the way yon
was at dinner, stolen the
week when you took me to the dentist the family
pin au.I gjne off without bein^ seen.
to have that tooth pulled.—ExIf there had only been footsteps In the
bald- snow to trace the thief, but there was
"That choru· girl," said
beaded man in the front row, ''act· a. if no sign.
ahe bad aomething on her mind.
S > tin· matter was dropped entirely,
I "Which girl do you mean?
aakea
except by the children, who had crethe loss of
OM, .her. ·» «■· ate·.! wonderful tales about

Drain and cut in inch lengths some
cooked asparagus; meantime fry a teaspoonful of minced young onion in two
tablespoonfuie of butter; when tender
and yellow but not brown, add three
tablespoonfuie of cream and the beaten
yolk of an egg; season with salt and pepper; lay in the asparagus and toss till
very hot. This may be served on buttered toast that has been quickly dipped in
■
hot milk.

greet;
happy and bright, like the flowers.
youth In Its beauty appear:
swiftly the careless bright hours,

gists.

^· KJJ*

I"you

FRENCH METHOD.

and beneficially on the whole
system, purifying blood, strengthening
drugstomach, cleansing bowels. 35c.

quickly

GEO. F.

a

W

Sulky Plows,

comes a

returning.

la

rumbUn^

Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

dose of "L. F."
Atwood's Bitters will work wonders toward making a recovery. They act

When sickness

sion at Mechanic Falls both

^eautf,f^

SR0X

Manure
1

Pare from Mechanic Palis to Rumford
Falls and return $1.05. Returning train
leaves Oquoesoc 3 35 r. m, arriving at
Lewiston 7.05 p. m.
Tickets at one fare the round trip will
also be sold from and to intermediate
stations where trains are scheduled to
stop. Passengers from line of Grand
Truok R'y can connect with this excur-

to
women and handsome men, but; Is free
to ail
A real homely girl, with an
attack of brains, is often more eue
easeful at it than a human doll.
It takes two to make a flirtation—the
flirter and the flirtee. Sometimes two
flirtees cet together Mid then no flirtft
With two flirter, there
is always something doing, but
est fun is between a flirter and a flirtee,
when the former li a woman.
Flirtations are common only to inha
ited countries. They usually ake place
anywhere from 12 o'olock at night to 12
o'clock the next night.—Life.

(acute

Gasoline Cylinder Oil.

ing.

?ft*ure'ht

<*ntrol society.

!

IN BUTTER.

RightForHelp
H ead ac h e|

λ»

UlNo

ο

Tht

Sherman, Me., Aug. 13,1906.
Ît's-It's"- And Dot gasped Id amaze"I have used the *L. P.' Bitters with
ment at the object in lier hand.
•accès* for years. They are the only
"It's Cousin Gladys' lost ruby pin!"
I can find to help me when I
shouted Mabel. "Where under the sun thing
hav· an attack of headache."
did it couie from?"
Respectfully yours,
Tipes were dropped in a hurry, and
Mr. George Kneeland.
the- two little girls stood and gazed

IT
com^

enthJlMm

lllllltHHI II)

I will not so insult the intelligence of
my readere as to say "Choose freshly cut
bunches," for the dullest cook understands the inferiority of stale vegetables
of any kind, but it is not always possible
to get this, or any other green vegetable,
in a state of absolute freshness.
If,
therefore, any time has elapsed between
the cutting and the cooking, cut an inch
from the lower stems and stand upright
in several inçhes of cold water until
ready to boil. It does not seem to be gen- trinity.—Bxerally known, since I have never seen it so
Flirting.
served on any table but my own, that
Flirting is a system of signals
When Mr. Cat saw two letters carved asparagus should have the hard skin ed to take
place between two Per*?n!'
stripped from the stalk. Begin at the
ou the trunk of a tree, he knew that his
conceal from each other.th.lr
a
bottom
the
and
toward
using
pull
tip,
them
cousin, Mr. Thomas Cut, had cut
sharp knife. The tip and green portion
It
then* to try to mystify him. By using of course has
le not alway» eucceeBful.
nothing to be removed, but
ends in marriage.
those letters in couuection with some if the lower
are thus treated frequently
portions
Flirting is undoubtedly an art, ande
objects in the landscape he found the the entire stock will be edible. Tie the
be no bard and fast rule
answer to the puzzle.—New York Trib- bunches with bands of old soft mus- there seems to
to govern It.
As a game, the only rule
une.
lin, then they may be lifted out without
i« that each shall cheat the other m
breaking or cutting the stalks as cord much as
possible. It is a gamble, and
will sometimes do. Place the heads all
No. 166.—Diagonal.
one'in which the probabilities are
one way and trim the bunch to an even yet
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
that both players will loi·
•
length.
While extremely aocial in it·
Ο
Ο
ο
·
BOILED ASPARAGUS.
ο
does not seem to follow the law..that

3. A man who was a story and au
system If Urle-0 Is used.
alternative.
I*ric Ο Is sold by druggist-t at "Sc. and fl.00
4.'A man who was honest and also
the bottle, but If yuu s'.lll feel skeptical about Its
eflicacy you can test It free of charge by cutting paru ν iiiuiiuiiii.
out this advertisement and sending same, toβ. Λ mai) who was an unfinished
gether with your name and address, alio the daiu-e.
ComPARIS.
SOUTH
Nichols St..
name of your druggist, to The Smith Drug
0. Λ iDiui who was h rit y iu Eugland.
pany, Syracuse. Ν. Y., and they will send you
7. Cleansing anil a measure.
and
write
who
free.
To
a sample bottle
persons
want
to
and
used
never
have
Urlc-O,
say they
How He Spells It.
test It thoroughly, and will agree to take It sys"So you ko to school, do you, Bobtematically according to directions, they frequently give a regular 75;. bottle free. Urlc-U by?" asked the minister.
Is sold and recommended by K. A. Shurtleff A
"Yes, sir," answered Bobby.
"
"Let me hear how you spell 'bread.'
Company, South Paris and West l'aris, Maine.
For sixteen year* 1 have llttot glut*:· to de"B-r-e d-e."
fective eyes &n<! nothing else—that makes me a
"The dictionary spells It with au 'a,'
Steam
specialist. If your eyee trouble you In any way,
Bobby."
the
anil If you want expert a<lvlce In reganl to
For Sale Cheap.
"Yes, sir, but you didn't ask me how
same, come to the man who 1» a specialist, who
the dictionary spells it. You asked me
Joes one thing only. No charge for eye examinSecond hand, six horse power
how I spell It."—Tit-Bits.
ations or consultation.

GOOD

μωμι>*μτ
It waa a caee of too
much mothering. She pat a b»ndicap
on her aon'a life, cheated him ont of Ma
chance.
Young Thaw never had the
aatiafactton nor the experience of earning an honeet dollar. He new knew
the keen Joy of work. The exulUtioD
of the youth who turn· from a
filled or a lawn mowed-a job well
ne
nleted—never came to blm.
denied the opportunity of labor
handa or the working out of « M»
The natural
with hie head.
of application waa aatranger tohla life.
na
curee
of
Idleneaa
The
«llcUm toat
For Idleneaa la a
man inuat earn hie bread by
of hla brow la not a curie, but a bleealng.
It
Work la the universal law of
la' the normal, aane business of man.

people

RheumaUtin.

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

a

out the Rheumatic |>olson In the blood, muscles,
aud kidneys, renders It Inert and harmless and
drives tt out of the system. That 1» why Trtc-O
Is such an admirable and effective cure for

High Grade Portrait Work

AS

«^thrift

father. The Utter left the
12500» year. lire. Thaw changed It to

Editor ΗΟΜΚΜΛΚΧΚβ'

Delicate Dishes from Asparagus.
It seema almost a sacrilege to class
No. 164.—Triangle.
this dainty under the same generic term
1. Having the form of α solid bound- with
tornlp, carrots and potatoes; still,
ed by six equal sides.
a vegetable it undoubtedly is, bat what
2. A preposition denoting being on a queen of vegetables!
Robert Louis
Stevenson 'has oelebrated it in verie;
the top or outside.
Jeaffreson and Brillât Savarin abound in
3. A buy's nickname.
anecdotes concerning it.
4. A préposition denoting within.
Tbe_ healtbfulness of asparagus has
B. In crow, but not In hawk.
long been established by the unanimous
verdict of physicians, but that It has also
No. 166.—Mr. Cat'· Mystery.
absolutely medicinal properties is not so
generally known. One need not be a
vegetarian to appreciate the healthful
properties of different vegetables and
use them wisely and well.
A noted
could
physician has said thaClf
and would freely use the helps to hygienic living which nature hae put in
their way, such as asparagus, lettuce,
spinach, peaa and- tomatoes, together
with the fruits of their respective localities, there would be little need of drugs.

Failure and

quarter, but it Is sure to break out somewhere
else. The only true way to cure Rheumatism Is
to drive It from the system, for as long as the
Uric and Rheumatic Acid remains In the bloo),
one Is never enUrely free from the trouble.

Mats, Mirrors

ALMOST

**>7

changed

topic· of Interest to the ladle·

AddreM :

Colcmm, Oxford Democrat, South Part·, Me

K^lî.to'S.r,

and Pictures,

Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.

on

Th· Selvetloo of Wort.

Harry Thaw'· mother
ro»nedher.·®,"
the will of the
when she

Couldn't Fool Him Twice.
Sudden Deaths,
If your market-mau has the thin green
in
The heavy clouds where
Paralysis Are Caused by Poison·
stalks of asparagus, which are really of the west, the
lightning was flashing,
ous Uric and Rheumatic Acids
an excellent flavor, and you wish to pur- and the thunder was
omincuechase them for economy's sake, these lv
The fond mother gathered her
No. 168.—Word Square*.
will need no peeling.
Cut the tender
young hopeful to her, and tried logicalI.
The Rheumatic person Is skeptical regarding
part, which will be nearly the whole
the claims of almost any remedy atlvertlee*! as a
2. A military firearm. 3. stalk, into half-inch
1. Vast.
aside
lengths, laying
dear, God .end.
cure for Rheumatism and one can scarcely
Frequently. 4. Watchful. 5. Bruises. the heads; cook in salted boiling water the thunder storm to clear the air, waΑ I the plasters and
Maine blm for being «ο.
II.
and after ten minules add the heads; tor the flowers, and make things cooL
liniments combine·! never actually cured a case
1. To brag. 2. A fur liearing animal. cook ten minutes more and drain; melt You mustn't be
It won t
of Rheumatism.
They may relieve It In one
3. To make reparation. 4. Understand- in a saucepan a tablespoonful of butter, harm you, and everything will be better
Heart

Picture Frames

in

Correspondence

No. 167.—Hidden Birds.

J. F. LI SCO MB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

&

USfeD

HOÏBMAKBBS' COLUMN.

of the mouey to meet the expense
or the experience to keep from

wasting K. They failed to consider that the creation of trade
through advertising wae
process.—Inland Tri η ter.
Successful
our

columns

a

merchants
persistently.

long

us·

payable

all parts of
the world in the cuncncy of the country on

nearly

in

which drawn.

FOR 5ALE.

The Alva Shurtleff house ii Smith
Street
Paris. Location on I'ii· ^ :
Lot 75
s one of the best in town.
Twelve room
~>y over 200 feet.
steam

louse,

water

heat, Norway

Ali in apple pie
ind spring water
>rder.
A. E. SHURTLEFF.
South I'ar.s.
i8tf
FOB SALE.

One Concord wagon in good «■··τ.·|ι»ι.·η,
•ne two-home McCormick iiih'j
4;

îhine,

a

Champion boree-rakc,

-n

"0<1

land driving hameau, a lever buttervorker, and a Hlanchard chu ru K- rfurher particular» inquire of
A. J. PENI.KY,
South ''aris, Maine.

2"»tf

June 17, 1U07.

REMEMBER!
Morris Klain,

Norway.

Me.

Can afford to an.l will pay more for raff*,
<"*"·
«rs, and metal than any stranger that
our home.
den*
He pave from |S to ♦'.» per ton for Iron
red to Dim here.
He buys folded newtpapors.
He la paying for mlxe<! rag*. 1 cent a P·'"?':
lulibert according to market.
1'ay* ni»r»t
rice for bran aacka.

Warning.

a^mlt

TOWN NOTICE.
If yon bave a bill again·! the town, either hlKhway or poor account, the Selectmen »ek you to
present your account nt once to the Selectman
in your section of the town.
SELECTMEN OF PARIS.
8outh Pari·, July 1, 1907.

As rock blasting is a daily occurof
ence on Crocker Hill, the owner
he property hertby gives notice to
his effect : All persons entering the
iroperty Ho so at their own risk.
*7'.1°
Paris, Me., July 2, 1907.
PARKER'S
HAIR BAL8AM
tk« »"·

HAVE YOU TRIED CUR-X-ZEMA?

CUaiur*

quickly and permanently cure· Eczema,
Itching Pile·, Burn», Cut*, Sunburn, and all
It

■kin dlMMes, after all other remedies fail. At
Irnggtsts, We. Sample· by mail, 10c. Cnr-XZema Co., Watervllet, Ν. Y.
M-»
\

\··

ni

Ilk

and b«*atlfii«

.r.ifniuit Pragjg

